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BIL!Y'i JO HALL
DEPT• OF PUBLIC RELATIONS
MOREHEAD STATE COLLEGE
MOREHEAD• KENTUCKY

FOR RELEASE SA TURD.A Y, JANUARY 6
Morehead, Ky., January 6--·The Morehead Eagles begin post-holiday firing
tonight when they entertain the Rebels of Villa Madonna College in a 7:30 con-

•

test in the fieldhouse.
Bobby Laughlin ts Eagles, pre-season choices to Win the Ohio Valley
Conference championship, will be warming

•

u~

for the league schedule

has them meeting five consecutive Conference foes in 19 days.

whicJ ~

Following tr.le

Villa Madonna ell8agement, the Eagles host East Tennessee, travel to

Cookeville, Tlmnessee, to meet T e nnessee Tech, return home to battle

•

Western and Murray and then hit the road again to take on Middle Tennessee.
Villa Madonna is paced by 6-4 center Frank Emmerich of Dayton, Ky.,
and

•

s~u

guard Dan Tieman, but has received balanced scoring from John

Gross, Les Stewart and Tom Young as well. All five starters are hitting
in double figures with none averaging over 13 points per gaine.
Laughlin is expected to go with his usual lineup of 6-9 Norman Pokley

•

and 6-6 John Gibson at forwards, 6-8 Ed Noe at center and 5-ll Granville
Williams and 5-11 William Thompson at the guard posts.

Williams, the all ..

American candidate, is leading the scoring parade with 142 points in the first

•

five games, an average of 28. 4 points per gam e .
the nation 1 s fifth leading scorer

accor~ing

National Collegiate Athletic Bureau.

•

more

The Eagle sharpshooter is

to statistics released by the

•
•

. . . ..

morehead basketball 22222222222

Morehead is scoring at a torrid 86 . 8 points per game pace, good for
third in the nation, and has yielded only 67 points per game in compiling
a 4 -1 record to date.

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Tonight1 s tussle will be pr eceded by a 5:30 pr eliminary pitting the Eagle
yearlings with the Villa Madonna frosh.
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RAY HORNBACK
DEPT• OF PUBLIC RELATIONS
MOREHEAD STA TE COLLEGE
MOREHEAD• KENTUCKY

Morehead, Ky., Jan. 8---Coach Bob Laughlin's highly ranked Eagles return
to Ohio Valley Conference wars Tuesday evening, Jan. 9, against a much-improved

e

East Tennessee squad.
Laughlin's youngsters, who had a four-week layoff during the holidays,
hold one OVC win over Tennessee Tech and will be attempting to stretch their

e

OVC record to 2-0 Tuesday night in the 5, 000 seat M orehead fieldhouse.
Leading the Morehead attack against a young East Tennessee team which
Laughlin calls "a dangerous team capable of beating anyone in the conferencen

e

is 5-11 senior guard Granville Williams.

The phenomenal shooter from Dwarf, Ky• .

is fourth in the nation in scoring and tops in the OVC with a 28. 4 average. A
prime All-American candiate, he has hit on 50% of his shots from the floor and

e

85% of his free throws.
Second in scoring for the Eagles has been 6-8 1/2 senior center Ed Noe
with a 13. 4 average, good for the number 15 spot in OVC scoring.

•

The agile

Noe is 7th in the OVC in rebounding with a 12. 2 average.
Close behind Noe in scoring is 6-9 junior forward Norman Pokley who is
scoring at a 10. 8 clip and is second in the OVC in rebounding with a 15. 6 average.

•

Williams' running mate at guard, William Thompson, is fourth in scoring
with a 9. 6 average and has hit 91% of his free throw attempts.
Morehead's over-all balance is shown in the fact that eight others are

e

averaging four points or better.
more

e

•
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East Tennessee is led by 6-7 sophomore forward Mal Roberts who has a
14. 2 scoring average, good for the number 13 spot in the OVC.

Roberts, a

sturdy 200-pounder, leads the OVC in field goal percentage, is eighth in

•

rebounding and twelfth in free throw percentage •
Jim Riddick, a 6-3 junior forward, is the Buccaneers' second leading
scorer with a 10. 8 average while 6:.3 Ken Erwin has a 9. 7 mean.

•

Following the East Tennessee game, Morehead journies to Tennessee Tech
on Jan. 13 and returns home for a Jan. 18 battle with cross-state rival Western
Kentucky.

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
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RAY HORNBACK
PUBLlC RELATIONS DIRECTOR
MOREHEAD STATE COLLEGE
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

Morehead, Ky., Jan. 15 -----Ohio Valley Conference giants Morehead and
Western Kentucky, both engaged in conference play, clash Thursday night at

•

Morehead, with the winner taking over sole possession of the loop?s top spot •
Morehead, the pre-season favorite to annex the crown and resulting
NCAA berth, currently rests atop the heap with a 3. 0 record.

•

Kentucky is close behind with a 2. 0 mark•
Both teams were disappointect in early season encounters, but came on
strong in their last outings.

•

Western

Saturday, Morehead downed Tennessee Tech

89-69 on the Golden Eagles' home floor where Johnny Oldham' a surprisingly
strong youngsters had captured nine straight.
Bob Laughlin, Morehead's colorful head coach, was exceedingly pleased

•

with the squad's effort as the Eagles had to struggle to down Tech 71-63
earlier at Morehead.
11

•

We were a different team at Tech, 11 said Laughlin.

11

We knew we had to

have the game and our youngsters met the challenge in fine fashion.

We were

real proud of them. 11
In living up to pre-season predictions, the Eagles hit well and completely

•

dominated the boards, capturing 72 rebounds while limiting Tech to 52 •
Norman Pokley, the Eagles' fine 6-9 junior forward, picked up 21 rebounds
with 6-8 senior center Ed Noe grabbing 16 as Morehead pushed its season

•

record to 7-1 •
more

MOREHEA D, KY., ---- - Bobby Laughlin 1 s Morehead Eagles hit
the road to resume action after semester examinations when they take
on Middl e Tennes see's Blue Raiders at Murfreesboro Saturday night.
The E agles , recovering for an 89-72 v ictory ove r M u rray after
an overtime loss to conference l e ade r Western Kentucky, will be struggling
to h old on to s econd place in the loop .

Laughlin' s charges now have a

4-1 conferenc e record while We stern is unbec-.ten in four lo op engagements.
Middl e Tenneflsee has a 1- 3 Ohio Valley Conferenc e record and a 4-5
overall wo rksheet.
Morehead now h a s an 8 - 2 record for the season and will b e trying
co evade the hazards of

i' O~.d

play in the Saturday tilt.

Contrary to the

usual home -floor-advantage fi gures, Morehead h as dropped both of it s
game s on its home fl oor.
Laughlin will c ounter with his usual starting lineup in the Middl e
Tennessee fracas with 5-11 senior guard G r anville 'Granny" Williams
leading the attack.

Williams is l eading the OVC scoring parade and is

fourth i n the nation with 288 i:oints in 10 games , an ave rage of 28. 8 .
Willi ams' running mate a t guard will be 5-ll junior William Thompson
who is currently third in Ea gl e scoring with 118 points , an 11. 8 mean.
Center Ed Noe is second in scoring with a 14 . 4 average and 6 - 9 rebounding
specialist Norman Pokley rouncls out the double - fi gures scores in 10 . 3.
Laughlin will counte r w ith Bob Hoover, 6-4 sophomore at the other forwa rd
po st opposite Pokley agai nst the Blue Rai ders .
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RAY HORNBACK
PUBLIC RELATIONS DIRECTOR
MOREHEAD STATE COLLEGE
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

•

Morehead, Ky., Jan. 30---If Bob Laughlin's Morehead Eagles ever had a
11

must" game, it's Thursday night-!
That's when the powerful Eagles, who are 10-2 on the season. invade

•

the Eastern Kentucky stronghold to tangle with the hot and cold Maroons •
Morehead, picked in pre-season polls to win the Ohio Valley Conference
championship and resulting NCAA berth, now finds Western in the loop's number

•

one spot following a stunning upset of the favored Eagles at Morehead •
As a result, Laughlin's tall youngsters have a 5-1 conference mark and
must win over Eastern Thursday night to stay within striking range of Western,

•

which has a 5-0 league mark.
The long Morehead - Eastern rivalry has been an extremely colorful one
with last year's three meetings of the two schools drawing large and vocal

•

crowds~

Morehead easily captured the first game, 90-73, with the Maroons taking
the second encounter 67-54.

The two tied with Western Kentucky for the OVC

crown and Morehead downed Eastern 55-54 in the first game of the playoff before

•

going on to defeat Western 80-72 •
Morehead will send four starters into Thursday night's game hitting in
double figures.

•

more

morehead 2222222

•
Granville Williams, the Eagled 5-11 ghl:i.rdt is currently the nation1 s
fourth highest scorer with a 28. 8 average and is a leading All-American bet•

•

The phenomenal shooter has hit on 45% of his field goal attempts and 89% from
the free throw line, and is considered one of the finest outside shots in the
country•

•

Also hitting in double figures are 6-8 1/2 senior center Ed Noe (14. 0)
5-ll junior William Thompson (u. 2) and 6-9 junior Norman Pokley (ll. l).

•

Bob Hoover, a 6-4 sophomore, and John Gibson, a 6-6 junior, have
alternated at the forward berth opposite Pokley with Hoover scoring at a 5. 2
clip and Gibson 4. 6.

•

Providing relief at guard has been 6-1 sophomore Roy Ware who has a
4. 4 scoring average.
Pokley is the Eagles t top rebounder with a 16. 2 average while Noe is

•

close behind with a 13. 0 average •
Eastern is led by senior captains Larry Parks and Ray Gardner.

Parks

is a 6-2 guard and Gardner a 6-3 forward.

•

The Maroons' top scorer in their first eight outings has been junior forward
Jim Werk, a 6-5, 195-pounder.
Ronald Pickett, a 6-7 junior, is expected to get the call at center with

•

Rupert Stephens, Carter Brandenburg, Kay Morris and Herman Smith fighting
for the other guard post.
Following the Eastern game Thursday, Morehead will journey to Johnson

•

•

•

City, Tennessee, for a return bout with East Tennessee Saturday night •

FOR IMMEDI..ATE RELEASE
Morehead, Ky., Feb. 1- - Harold Sergent, former all-state performer
at A shland High School, is currently the top scorer on the Morehead
State College freshman basketball team.
Sergent, one of the outstanding freshman scorers in Morehead
history, is averaging 32. 5 points a game.
The former schoolboy star, who led Ashland High School to the
Kentucky state championship last year, had one of his best nights in
the baby Eagles last outing as he scored 44 points in Morehead' s
89-84 win over the Cumberland freshmen.
Observers say the scrappy, 6-footer could become one of the
all-time great guards in the tradition of fine Morehead front-court
men such as Granville Williams, Harlan HFats" Tolle, Henderson
11

Heckie 11 Thompson, John 11Sonny11 .Allen, and Herbie Triplett.
Morehead's highly-successful head coach, Bob Laughlin, says,

"Harold is a great competitor, a fine floor-leader and he can shoot
with the best.

\

We are anticipating great things from him in the

future. u
Rex Chaney, Harold's freshman coach, calls him "one of the
grmtest competitors I have ever coached.

He has a brilliant future

in basketball. 11
(
I

Harold's high school coach was Bob Wright, who holds an MA
degree from Morehead.
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FROM: RA Y HORNBACK
MOREHEAD STATE COLLEGE
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

FOR IMMEDIATE RE LEA SE
Morehead, Ky., Feb. 3--Morehead State College will play a killing
nine-game football schedule in 1962, head coach Guy Penny announced
today.
Penny's sophomore-junior dominated squad will open with Ohio
Valley Conference power Middle Tennessee, with Tennessee Tech, Murray,
Austin Peay, Marshall, East Tennessee, Western, Eastern and Memphis
Navy following on successive weekends.
The Eagles meet Tennessee Tech, Austin Peay and Western at
home with away games at Middle Tennessee, Murray, East Tennessee,
Eastern and Memphis Navy.

The Marshall University game will be

played in A shland.
The 1962 Morehead schedule:
Sept. 22 Middle Tennessee

Away

Sept. 29 Tennessee Tech

Home

Oct.

6 Murray

Away

Oct. 13 Austin Peay

Home

Oct.

20 Marshall

Ashland

Oct.

27 East Tennessee

Away

Nov.

3 Western

Home

Nov.

10 Eastern

Away

Nov. 17 Memphis Navy

Away
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FROM: MI.tr iI!: Hts.IL
DEPARI'MENT OF PUBLIC REIJcrIONS

MOREHEAD STATE COILEGE
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
MOREHEAD, KY . , February 6

- The Morehead State College Eagles currently

in second place in the rugged Ohio Valley Conference race, go outside the league
Wednesday night to oppose Ohio University at Athens, Ohio.

The Bobcats are

defending champions of the Mid-American Conf'erence.
Bobby Lauehlin ' s Eagles , touted before the campaign opened as one of the
nation's top caGe powers, have shown hot and cold spurts thus far and realJ.y came
to life Saturday night at Johnson City, Tennessee when they literal.Jy 11Blew the
Buccaneers off the floor" in a 96-67 victory.

The Moreheadians had edged the

Bucs by a single point on the Morehead court earlier in the season.
Paced, as usual, by Granville

11

Gt-anny 11 Williams, dimunitive guard flash, t he

Eagles received standout performances by Norman Pokley, 6-9 junior forward, and
Ed Noe, 6-8 center in the East Tennessee clash.

Williams, who is averaging over

27 points per game, led t he winners with 20 points - 16 in the first half - and
Pokley and Noe added 19 each.
The visitors will have their hands full at Athens Wednesday in trying to halt
Jim Snyder 1 s well-drilled unit.

Ohio defeated Morehead 60-56 early in the season

at Morehead and surprised the experts who had placed the Eagles as high as twelfth
in the nation in pre-season polls.
Laughlin 's charges will be trying to contain a Bobcat offensive paced by
more

~

' morehead basketball more

.5-8 guard Bill Whaley, 6-0 guard Dave Katz and 6-3 jumping jack forward Jerry
Jackson.

The lattor, a sophomore, proved the devastating force in the earlier

match between the two toams .
Rounding out the Ohio starting unit ·w ill be 6-8 Stacy Bunton, a junior, and
Paul Storey, 6-.5 sophomore.
Laughlin will open with Pokley and

6-4

Bob Hoover, Ashville, Ohio sophomore,

at forwards, Noe at center, and Williams and

5-11

William Thompson at guards .

Following the Athens invasion Wednesday, the Eagles return home for a
Saturday engagement with Middle Tennessee in the fieldhouse at 7:30.
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DEPT. OF 11?UB C RELATIONS
MOREHEAD STATE COLLEGE
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

FOR IMMEDIATE REA LE.A SE:
MOREHEAD, KY., February 8-----Morehead's Eagles will be
out to cop their seventh victory of the season in the Ohio Valley Conference
Saturday when they entertain the Blue Raiders of Middle Tennessee State
College in a 7:30 encounter in the fieldhouse.

The Eagles, still in the

tl-.ick of the championship race, have lost two conference battles.
Ohio University continued its mastery over Morehead in downing
the charges of Bobby Laughlin 87-73 at .Athens, Wednesday.

That marked

the seventh consecutive time the Bobcats had won over Morehead.

The

loss was the fourth of the campaign for the Eagles against eleven wins.
Morehead will rank as a heavy favorite in Saturday's tilt as they
have knocked off Eddie Diddle' s unit 70-67 earlier at Murfreesboro.
However, if the earlier contests with Tennessee entries in the O. V. C.
are any indication, the Eagles have their work cut out for them.

Tennessee

Tech battled the Eagles on amost even terms at Morehead before falling
71-63; then Morehead traveled to Cookeville and emerged victorious 89-69.
East Tennessee had Laughlin 1 s team down by one bEfore losing on a last
second tip by Ed Noe at Morehead, and then Morehead routed t h em 96-67
at Johnson City.

Thus, Morehead has been much less successful at home

than on the road against the Tennessee teams.
m o re

was sorely missed on defense ac ainst Murray. l Mo rehead was riding along
with a 13-0 lead when Richard Fletcher, defensive end standout was
ejected from the game and Hugh Black, the other regular end,
suffered a painful face injury.

Wll'!lllt

Bud Ogden, second line right half b ack,

missed the entire second half of the game with an injury.

aU.xhJulJi

l The Morehead mentor had nothing but priase for James Keenan , who
was slowed by a charley
8f~ ~~q~ard

b~}:fr;e

hors~

but c ontinued making takkle after tackle,

Pa•re, freshman end from New Britain, Connecticut.

Pa •re

Murray line to block a punt and recover the ball on the

five yard mine to s e t up the Eagles' second score.
basic fundamentals in
emphasis on blocking and tackling .

t ~ is

week 's practice

Penny will stick

to the two-platoon ststem throughout the remainde r of the season to
enable the first unit to ge t more r e st.

~)

morehead basketball 222222

Granville "Granny" W i lliams , Morehead 1 s h i gh-sco ring guard,
will be out to regain his earlier form Saturday after hitting his season
low against Ohio Wedn esday.

Williams was held t o 12 points at Ath ens

and placed no higher t han third among Ea g l e point-producers.

Ed Noe

paced the Eagles with 18 , followed by William Thompson, Williams'
running mate, with 16.

Bob Hoover, 6 - 4 forward, and Norman Pokl e y,

6-9 r ebounding demon, will join this trio in t he starting lineup aga inst
Midd l e Tennessee.
Diddle is expected t o count er with Bennett J ent , 6-7 junio r from
Hazard, Ky. who has b een outstanding in recent encounter s , at cente r,
with Paul H olland, the team's leading scorer, and Dwain J ones , 6-3
junior, at the guard p ositions .

A t forwards, the Raiders w ill open with

6-7 Bill Nickell, Comb s , Ky. native , and Ed Newton, 6-footer from
Somerset, Ky.

Holland i s a nati ve of Paducah and Jones is from Powderly,

making t he entir e starting unit for t he v i s t or s from Kentucky.
Following Saturday's encounter w ith M iddle Tenness ee , Morehead
makes the l ong journey t o Murray for a Monday cla s h and then waits a
full week b efore meeting fr ont-running Western at Bowling Green t he
following Monday.
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FRCM: I\fLLY J
HALL
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC REIATIONS
MOREHEAD STATE COLLEXIE
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE :
Morehead, Ky., Feb. 16 - - - Morehead State College ' s Eagles will begin
spring footbal..l drills Monday, February 19, Head coach Guy Penny announced today.

•

Penny, whose Eagles face one of the toughest schedules in the school ' s
history next fall, indicated that if weather does not pernri.t opening of drills
Monday, the initial day will be put off one week.

~

He pointed out that his chief

concern during the 20 days of spring work will be developing r eserve strength
at quarterback, working on blocking and tackling, and replacoments at guard.
The quarterback problem was one of the most influential factors in the Eagles

e

hard- luck 1-6-1 record in 1961.

Mike Brown, regular signal caller, had to bear

the brunt of the work himself and no adequate reliever was available.

Backing

up Brown in spring drills will be Tally Jolmson, 6-1, 190-pounder who has been

e

moved from halfback, Leonard Hunsinger, 150- pounder who played sparingly in 1961
and Doug Scott, returnee after a year ' s layoff.

At guard, Penny will have to replace Captain Tony Go.st, Fred Hill and Jolm

e

Donat.

Gast and Hill were lost through graduation; Donat dropped out of the foot-

ball program.

Returning at guard will be Scott Davidson and George Meehan; part-

time regulars, Chnrlcs Gray, Tom Morgan and Luther Swims, along with newcomer

e

Ray Thect.
Other transfers, all untried, arc Ron Ratliff, center from Hamilton, Ohio,
from Iowa State; Jim Osborn, tackle, from Vanderbilt; and Nickie Dann, end, from

e

University of Kentucky.
more

... , . . . .
morehead football 22222222

Rounding out the Morehead squad for spring training arc: Ends, Jack Smith,
Richard Par to, Al Brockwell, Roy Lucas, Earl Compston and Bud Herrin (moved from
center); tackles, Jrunes Keenan, Ernie Decourley, Bill Hornbeck, Richard Jones,
and Osborn;. centers, Bill Mitchell, Leon Conway, Oscar Phillips (moved from fullback) and Ratliff; halfbacks, Howard Murphy, Art Ha.stings, Leo Wessel (moved from
quarterback )J Gerald Haynes, Paul West and Joo Mauriello; and fullbacks, Dennis
Brown (moved from halfback) , Russell C.:unpbcll, Allan Westerfield, David Wasson
and Mike Fl.odder.
Spring drills will be concluded with the annual intra-squad grune in Jayne
Stadium on March 29.
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PUBLlc' RELATIONS DIRECTOR
MOREHEAD STATE COLLEGE
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Morehead, Ky., Feb. 17---Morehead's unpredictable Eagles invade Western
Kentucky Monday night in an effort to revenge an earlier 80-79 upset loss to the
Hilltoppers at Morehead.
Bob Laughlinls charges, who sport a 12-5 over-all record and a 7-3 mark
in the Ohio Valley Conference, have looked unbeatable on occasions and equally
as bad at other times.
In their last outing, the Eagles downe d a good Murray team 74-66 at
Murray in what Laughlin term e d "a real fine effort. 11 But only two nights
earlier, the Eagles had dropped a shocking 72-69 decision to a weak Middle
Tennessee contingent after leading the Raiders by 18 points in the second half.
In contrast to previous years when Morehead has not played well away
from home, the Eagles this year have played their three best conference games
on the road, easily defeating East Tennessee, Tennessee Tech and Murray
after having trouble with all three at Morehead.
Thus Laughlin contends that this is MorEheadts year to win at Western
where the Hilltoppers have proved almost invincible in conference games in
past years.
Granville Williams, Moreheadts great little guard who leads the OVC
in scoring and is seventh in the nation with a 26. 6 average, had one of his
poorest efforts of the year against Western in the Hilltoppert s upset win at
Morehead. Although garnering 24 points, the 5-11 dynam o hit a poor percentage
and missed 12 of 13 shots in one period.
more

morehead basketball 2222222222

Mondayf s encounter will be the last meeting of Williams and Western1 s
Bobby Rascoe, who is second to Williams in the conference scoring race.
It will also be the last meeting of two of the OVC's top big men--Morehead's 6-81/2 Ed Noe and Western•s 6-8 Harry Todd.

Noe is averaging

13. 7 points a game while Todd has a 13. 0 average.

Morehead will have a decided height advantage with 6 -9 Norman Pokley
joining Noe in the Eagles' front line.

Opening at the other forward will be

6-4 sophomore scrapper Bob Hoover, who has boosted his scoring average
to 7. 9.
Expected to start at the other guard post opposite Williams will be
6-4 sophomore Cecil Clair who has earned a starting berth with his outstanding
play in the Eagles' last three outings. A former all-stater from Breathitt
County, Clair is a rugged youngster with great desire who has a 3. 7 scoring
average.
Providing relief at guard will be 5-11 junior William Thompson, who has
a 10. 3 average, and 6-1 sophomore Roy Ware, with a 4. 2 average.

Top front

line replacements for the Eagles are 6-6 John Gibson, 4. O, and 6-6 Tom
Hamilton, 3. 7.
Following Monday night's game, the Eagles will journey to Marshall on
February 22 and to New Orleans on February 24 to oppose Loyola.
Morehead closes out the season with home games with Marshall on
February 26 and with Eastern Kentucky on March

#

s.
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LLY JOE HAIL

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC RLILTIONS
MOREHEAD ST:~TE COLlliGE
MOR:..:.:HEAD , KENTUCKY

•

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
r!OREHEAD, KY., February 19-----Morehead f ootball coach Guy
Pe11J\Y has announced the signi ng of une of the Tri-Stat e 's (Kent ucky,
Ohio, West Virginia ) t op lineman to a grant-in-aid to Mor ehead
State College.
The signce is Bob Sl ater, S-11, 195 pound guard from Russell,

Ky.

The bec.f'.1 linemen was coached in high school by Wallace B. Fcix, f ormer
Morehead guard.

30

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Morehead, Ky.,

F~b.

20--lrJhen Loyola plays host to a band of Kentucld..ans

from Morehead State College Saturday night, the Wolfpack will be
enter taining one of the nation ' s most colorful teams .
Called the "dizziest, most dazzling team in the NCAA tournament
last year u

by

Sports Illustrated 1 s Ray Cave, Morehead utilizes a torrid

fast break, a run and shoot type of offense and a sturdy board game
bolstered by one of the biggest front l ines in the country.
Led by mighty-mite Granville Williams, a 5-11 sharpshooter from
the likely town of Dwarf, Ky. , Morehead is currently 11th in the nation
among offensive leaders with an 82.l average .
The Eagles, who have captured the tough Ohio Valley Conference
title three of the past seven years, have participated in three NCAA
tournaments during that period.

Last year, coach Bob Laughlin's

sophomore and junior dominated team downed Xavier before losing to the
University of Kentucky in the last two minutes after leading most
of the game.
Now Laughlin is hoping for a National Invitational Tournament
bid and chances look good for the boys from Kentucky who have established
the reputation as a great crowd-attraction wherever they go.
Laughlin has four

rc turn~cs

from last year's fine squad and tho

off-and-on Eagles have looked brilliant on several occasions including
a 107- 81 romp over Miami (Fla. ) as Williams connected for 48.
more

•
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A fantastic shot, Williams was named to Sports Review's s econd

•

All- American team and is currently the seventh loading scorer in tho
nation.
Sports Review says about Williams; 11 In the 'proven star ' category

•

must go Morehead State ' s Granville Williams, one of the greatest

.bhoo~

guards ever to come from the basketball conscious state of Kentucky. "
Laughlin r eadily admits he ' s tho best shot in the country, saying,

•

"If there•s a be tter one, I ' d sure like to sec him, that's all. "
And i f statistics will back up such a claim, Williams has them
on his side.

•

At this juncture in tho season, the senior guard has

averaged 26. 6 points a game and is seventh in the nation among free
throw percentage leaders, having hit 86. 2 percent of his gratis tosses .
Although 80% of his shots arc taken from in babk of the f oul
line , he has hit a fine

46.4 percent

of his shots from the floor and

surprisingly is averaging 4. 3 r ebounds a game.
But Williruns is nut tho whole show by

o:ny

means as Laughlin has

the finest depth since joining the college coaching ranks in 1953.

Ed Noc, the Eagles fine 6-~ senior center, is the club 1s second
l cadina scorer with a 13. 7 cvor agc .

Extre:mely agil e f or his size, Noc

lw..s a good one- handed jump shut nnd a deadly right- hnnded hook.
At one forwnrd is 6-9 junior Norman Poklcy.

Averaging 9. 9 points

a game, Pokley is 17th. 'in the nation among r ebounding l oaders with

his best nights coming against Miami and Western Ke:ntucky when he
captured 26 r ebounds .
At t l1e other forward is

6-4

Bob Ho0vcr, a fiery sophomore who has

earned a starting berth with his deadly shooting from the corner and his
fine r ebounding.

He has boosted his scoring nvor nge to 1. 9 points a

game ['.ftcr plD.ying very little during tho first half of the season
more

morehcnd
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Providing r e.lief nt f orw.:i.r c.;. c.r c
l~t

yonr, 6..6 Tom Hrunilt on ['.Ild

1)-.f:. ,T0 hn

Gibson, n stnrtcr

6-4 Tmn Ellis o

Expected t o get the c.:i.11 at the cue.rd berth
is

6-4

sophomor e Cecil Clair.

OJ>!~fi;,1ite

Williams

A former Kcntucky all-stater, Clair

hD.s cnrncd u sturting berth with bis inspired plcy in the Eagl es
l ast

thrc~

outings.

Ho is averaging 3.7 points a grunc.

William Thompson, a

5-ll

junior who is averaging 10.3 points u

gruoo, started during the first half of the season and will sec a gr out
deal of action in relief.

Also providing depth at gu::rd is 6··2 s ophomore

4. 2 points .

Roy Wnre, a r ugged individual averaging
T~t•s

the personnel

Mor~hcnd 1 s

into So.turdo.y nightia game.

They

<U'O

colorful Bob Laughlin will bring
big, f ast, shoot woll and have

the poise and finesse of a votoran team.
New OrlerulS basketabll f c.ns will l ove them.

#
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POR RELEASE THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22 - - - Morehead ' s Eagles, their wings

Morehead , Ky., February 20

clipped at Western Kentucky Monday and a second straight Ohio Valley

•

Conference champi onship having evaded their gr asp, will be trying to
get back int o the vi c tory columni

tonigh~

at Hunt ington ,

the y battle Marshall Universi ty ' s Big Green.

w.

Va . when

Bob Lau ghlin 1 s charges

l ed throughout the fi r s t 17 minutes in the We stern fracas before
completely folding and dropping a 77-51 decisi on.
Tonight ' s mee ting will be the first this s eason between Morehead
and Marshall and the usual die- hard struggle is eA--pected .

Last

season the Eagles edged the Thunde r ing Herd t wic e , 70- 68 and 78- 74.
Laughl in is expe cted to open with his usual s t arting lineup in
the clash at Memorial Fieldhous e with high scoring Granville " Granny"
Williams and Cecil Clair at guards ; Ed Noe at center; and Norman
Pokley and Bob Hoover at f orwards .

This gives the Eagles an average

height of almost 6- 5 a s Pokl ey stands 6-9, Noe 6- 8, Clair and Hoover
6- ~

and Williams i s 5- 11 .
Marshall will count e r with Phil Carter and Dick Wildt, both 6.6

at forwards , 6- 8 Bob Burgess at center , and 6- 3 Mickey Sydenstricker
and 5-9 Jody Sword at guards .
The two quints play again in Morehead Monday following Morehead ' s
inva sion of Loyola of New

O~leans

and Marshall's trip to V. M. I . on

Saturd ay.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, KY., February 20-----David Davidson, 185 pound
fullback from Catle ttsburg, Ky. has signed a football grant-in-aid at
Morehead State College, hea d coa ch Guy Penny announced today.
Davidson, who sta nds 5-10, follows a long line of Catlettsburg
graduates" who have starred at Morehead, including Harold Barker,
former Eagle captain who is an assistant coach at Catlettsburgo
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PUBLIC RELATIQNS
Jr()m.'
MOREHEAD STATE COLLEGE
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

•

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Morehead, Ky., Feb. 21----Morehead State College will play a rugged
27-game baseball schedule this Spring, head coach Rex Chaney announced

•

today•
The schedule includes a week-long trip into Alabama with three games
against Howard College and one against St. Bernard. Also

on the

schedule are eight Ohio Valley Conference games and home encounters
with Ohio University, Xavier University, Marshall University, Villa
Madonna College and Cumberland College.
Central Michigan University will play three games on the Morehead
campus on April 16, 17and18.
Chaney has six starters back from last yearls team which held the
co-championship of the eastern division of the Ohio Valley Conference.
Leading the returnees are Stan Morgan and Leston Stewart.

Morgan

received All-American honors as the second baseman hit. 448.

Stewart,

who was named to the All-OVC team with Morgan, is a hard-hitting
third baseman who hit • 350, drove in 21 runs and slammed four hom~ru::i~;
Other returnees are: Jack Rader, first base, who hit • 333 and was
named to the All-OVC Eastern Division team; Tom Ellis, outfield, who
hit • 310 and received All-OVC honorable mention honors; Eldon Secrest,
catcher, who also received honorable mention honors in the OVC; Ray
Allen, a • 277 hitting outfielder and pitcher Bob Honstead.
more

. .

'
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Chaney has three freshmen who earned all-state honors last year
wt\·~

he is counting heavily ono

They are: Dennis Doyle, a pitcher and

shortstop who led Caverna to the state high school championship last
year; his teammate Joe Campbell., a first baseman and catcher, and
Vic Petty, a third baseman from Owensboro High School.
Other outstanding freshmen include: Harold Sergent, pitcher and
shortstop from Ashland; Charles Atkins, pitcher from Oil Springs;
Donnie Stewart, pitcher from Breckinridge Training School who lost only
one gnme during four years of high school

.c~rnpetition;

Sam

Houste~,

catcher _from Ashland and Jim Binion, catcher from Breckinridge Training.
The Morehead schedule:
March
April
April
April
April
April
April
April.
April
April
April
April
April
April
May
May
May
May

May
May

3.0

2
3

4
5
10
14
'16
17
18
21
24
27
30
1

3
7
11
14
15

Cumberland (DH)
Howard College
Howard College
Howard College
St. Bernard
Marshall
Xavier University {DH)
Central Michigan
Central Michigan
Central Mich~an
Eastern (DH)
East Tennessee (DH)
Cumberland
Ohio University
Xavier Universi~y .
Villa Madonna (DH)
East Tennessee (DH)
Eastern (DH)
Ohio University
Marshall

Home
Birmingham, Ala.
Birmingham, Ala.
Birmingham, A la.
St. Bernard, A la.
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Williamsburg, Ky.
Home
Cincinnati, Ohio
Home
Johnson City, Tenn0
Richmond 1 Ky.
Athens, Ohio
Huntington, W. Va.

*Double-headers start at 1:00 and single games at 3:00.
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.:orehead ,

Ky .,

Feb . 21 -- rr>a'it ~ on will

r'lare w:;i.y

for- pro,;re2s i.n the

very nA:i:r future on tl-ie Moreheac St<>te L,ollege campus as
Jelds to

~

lancm"r'{

ef~iciency .

(_ Construct-i C"1 of :r:oreh ad 1 2 new ndriin stration bid 1 'inci to be._;in
s oon will be in the c_n t e~ of a ~ 1 tp noy occupied h~ a ra 4 n gua~e

•

with

history dating to 191 1 .

0

~ this date over

:;to
ti Pnlfolt ·r

yeB.rs c;o Henry C. Ha;;;"'n, profes~or of

agricul ture at Mc~ehead , bA6on hls SArvice withou t oay ss ~ co-operat i ve
weather observer for the t. . 3 . .. eather
C

' l thc111;;h the nr"""ent

~it'"'

Bu~eau .

is 8n

deal one for the rain 3uage , ''

"I 11 l an to continue the p~oject in another .... nv0nient

Ha"'gan said ,

loc.,,.tion- - my back yard . "

0c tuall~' ,

t11e agriclllture professor ' s work with rain 6Uages on

the ~for head co.. pus data s back to when the ,.,olL. -se wi;.s establ ished
i n 1923 .

~

As onelri\ of the ori~in°l fac 1 l ty m3mbers of ~orehe~d , Hag3an

C"'r!'i-"d out a s · "nilar Dro j ect in t'.-ie be 0 inning wi t h a ''p~i l

0

nd a

rul er .4
(_"rt was hard to

~ Weat hor ~reau

inst

0

~et accu~~ te

l lcd

measurements of rainfall unti l the

t! > sensl tive ;iuage ••e now have ,"

Haggan

recs.l J.s , "But even w.:.th the new one we have had our ttr 'll s . I

~ used

t o be that a free 1 e

Ho1

ic~

reqn:!.re the use of a nearby

rgdiator to thaw the conta · ner before a ~easureMbnt could be m~de;
th i s w2 s not accu.,.,ate a s it sho11 l d

oe

bec'3use of evapnration."

G his is no loni:;er a probler., ""le s..,ys , 1--)ecan!'le of " calcium
uride with oi l ~ sol u ti on a sod as an ant -fr~e s e •

.-r..1..,,-;.:.,~-\-'~[The

rain guage looks

'-~L..

some~!ike

~

'

r il k can .

It h&.s a pail

rain guage 2222222
> ...

to cat-:!h ra n and sno" Phich . . . ec::ts upon a p:JT'in,; scale ,,.,.1.,icli. in turn
lifts an arM pe"'l to record the am'"'tint of r"infall on a grR?h .IF

{.:;.he charts are chan::;ei w thin 21; 'iours •fter ea h ra < n," ?.ag-an
0

said as he had !"'lount,,,ri -: 3raph, "but if it do'3sn ' t rain
week ' s :Jeri od the charts are chan-;ed

an:·wa~r

T-Ti

for accuracy .

t in a

11

After the :&iltlMM!Birmm:in• xtt e data from the ch::i.rt['. }mstx
een recorded , the

:rn~~s

bince the project began on

are sent to the Weather 3ure au .

c~mpus

over 21 yeqrs a30, the data

has found its way to numer ous agencies

n cities

such as strong r

~

to snowfall
n~s

0

inclu~ing

P~intsville,

Chattami (')o~a .

1,;hicago , Cincinnati , :!:.ouisville , and now

~dition

-

nd r infall , unusual atmospheric con' tions

"nc sev re e l ectrical storrrrs are recorded bv Haggan.
0

project has given useful information to private business ,

individuals snr governmental agenc i es .
e l so made use of i t

3ur~ounding sc~oo l s

a ~teaching aid~
A unit

ma de by Brcckinricge

'ti!!!°"

r raining School

on the Morehead 6 am

hC.3 Deen pul-ili c::°l-ied in

II

s

·Je f3 therWiSe 11 ,

~
S.

have

4"'b

0-:f- rainfal l "'1d conB"ervation
pamphl et l'.'1.:'Gli Shed b:v the
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PUBLIC RE~TIONSDrRECTOR
MOREHEAD STA TE COLLEGE
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, KY., Feb. 22 -- -Morehead's unpredictable Eagles journey
South Saturday for a first - time meeting with Loyola of New Orleans.

•

Bob

Laughlin's charges, who have looked like world-beaters on occasions and
like clowns at times, are meeting a young, tall Loyola team which holds
impressive wins over Oklahoma City, Dartmouth, Fordham, William
and Mary and Tampa.
Loyola averages 6-4 per man while Morehead will field a
starting lineup which averages just under 6-5.
Leading the Wolfpack is 6-5 1/2 sophomore forward Ken Ryans.
The New Jersey native is averaging 12. 5 points a game and is Loyola'·s
top rebounder with an ll. 6 game average.
Second in the scoring column is 6-1 senior guard Darryl Tschirn
with an 11. 8 average. 6-7 sophomore center Bob Luegers is the third
starter to average in double figures with a 10. 2 mark.
Other starters are 6 - 61/2 sophomore forward Gene Turni who
is averaging 9. 7 points and 6 - 0 foot sophomore guard Ed Kennedy who is

.

\.

hitting at a 7. 1 clip.
Morehead' s colorful Laughlin is expected to go with his All American candidate Granville Williams at one guard and 6-4 sophomore
whiz Cecil Clair at the other guard. 6 - 8 1/2 senio r Ed Noe will open at
center with 6-9 junior Norman Pokley at one forward and 6-4 sophomore
Bob Hoover at the other.
more
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Following the L oyola game , Morehead returns home to close
out the seas on against Marshall University a nd Eastern Kentucky.
Morehead will depart for New Orleans by c hartered plane from . Lexington

•

•

•

Friday at 8:30 a . m.

The team will sta y at the Jung Hot el in New Orleans .
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BILLY
HA 1£m.
DEP.ARlMENT7 0F PUBLIC ELATIONS
MOREHEAD ST.A TE COLLEGE
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

FOR IMMEDl.A TE RELE.A SE
MORE HE.AD, KENTUCKY, FEB. 2.2- - - - -Morehead State College
football coach Guy Penny has announced the signing of four more high
school athletes to grants-in-aid for the 1962 football campaign.
The signees are: Paul Sullivan and Robert Craig, both of Paris, Kentucky;
Teddy Chapman, Jenkins; and Gerryl Snider, Morrow, Ohio.

Sullivan, Craig

and Snider are tackles; Chapman is a guard.
Sullivan stands 6-3 and weighs 195 while Craig carries 230 pounds on
a 6-1 frame.

They were coached at Paris High School by Ben Pumphrey.

Chapman, 5-9 and 190 pounds, played under John Morgan at Jenkins High.
Snider played at Morrow High School and was recommended to Morehead
by Paul Warinner and James Duff, both former Morehead athletes.
6-1 and weigm 200 pounds.
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Public Rek'.tions -Oi;ector
Morehead State College
Morehead, Kentucky
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Morehead, Ky., Mar. 3---Morehead 1 s disappointing Eagles close out the
1961-62 campaign Monday night a gainst arch-rival Eastern Kentucky in the

•

5, 000 seat Morehead fieldhouse .
Bob Laughlin's charg es, who are 14-7 on the season, are fresh from an
85 .. 69 lashing of Marshall Univ ersity and would like to close out the season

•

with an Ohio Valley Conference w in .
A win Monday would boost. Morehead's conference record to 8-4 and a

second place finish in the alwa y s -rug ged conference scrap.

•

In their first encounter of the season at Easte rn, the Maroons edged

Morehead 93 -8 5 in a game which frequently resembled a wrestling match .
.A n expected overflow

•

crowd is expected for the 7:30 clash which will

see the nation's twelfth leading scorer, Granville Williams, play his last
game for the high-scoring Ea gles.
Williams is currently a v eraging 25. 9 points a game and is fifth in the
nation among free throw percentage leaders with an 87% mark.
A lso playing their last game for the Eagles will be 6-81/2 center Ed Noe
and 6- 6 forward Tom Hamilton.

•

Noe is cu·ttently the squadts second leading

scorer with a 12. 6 average and a reb ounding average of 10. 7 points a game .
Hamilton is averaging 4. 4 points.
more

•
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Laughlin, who has shuffled his lineup in recent games, will start
6-9 junior Norman Pokley at one forward.

The OVCts second leading

rebounder has averaged 13. 7 rebounds a game and 9. 5 points.
The other forward spot is open for grabs among Hamilton, 6-4 sophomore
Bob Hoover who is averaging 6. 9 points, 6-6 junior John Gibson, who has
a 3. 5 average and 6-4 Tern Ellis who is averaging 3. 4 points.
Starting at the guard spot opposite the prolific Williams will be either
junior William Thompson or one of two sophomores---Roy Ware or Cecil
Clair.
Thompson is the Eagless fourth leading scorer with a 9. 1 average while
Ware is hitting at a 5. 3 clip and Clair has a 2. 9 average.
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FROM: BILL'\Y
JOE
DIRE~TOR
ALUMNI AFFAIRS
MOREHEAD STATE COLLEGE
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
MOREHEAD, KY., March 9------Morehead Football Coach Guy Penny
announced today the signing of two more top notch high school football
players to grants-in-aid. 'Jhe two are Mike Gottfried, Crestline. Ohio.
and Buford Nunn, Horse Cave, Ky.
Gottfried, 6-1, 175-pound quarterback, canpleted 62 of 116 passes
for 10 touchdowns in his senior season at Crestline High School.

The

62 completions were
· - : Nunn. a 6-3 1/2, 250-pound tackle. starred at Caverna High School.
He joins Caverna basketball and baseball ace Dennis Doyle at Moreb ead.
In announcing the signing of these two standouts, Penny was elated
and emphasized that he was "proud because of the hz:gh academic record 11
attaineC. by the athletes in their high school work.

30
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Charles Richar 1son

Sports

~op~ outs,

inclement weather, and poor field conditions

h ave t ota led headaches for Morehead track coa ch Earl Bentley
as he attempts to groom his eagle trackmen for the 196 2
s eason.

~rom

l est years s quad are O. V. C. winners Richard

Fletcher and Jeff Adikilis who dropped out of school after t he
first semester .

Fl etcher was the v ictor and re cord holder in t he

j avelin with a he ave of 205 feet , while Ad i k ilis paced c on ference
discus men with a

toss ~ of

ace J im ·Jhiteley who

133 f e et .

c ~ ptured

Also to be mis sed is d istance

third and f ourth p l ac es in t he

mil e and two mile events respec t ively .
(

Bring ing a smile , however, t o Bent l e y ' s face is t he

return of s uch stellar performers as Marsha ll Banks, Howa rd
Murphy , Jim Scobee , Mic key Fells , and Steve Stein.
l.._Banks , a senior from Ashl and , is t he O. V. C. champ and
record holder in the 220 yard

dash 1 h ~ ving

g one t he distance in

22 seconds flat in l a st yea r s confere nce mee t .

o.v.c.

Murphy , the All-

halfback from Sprin gfield , Ohio is the conference standard

bearer i n t he 1 00 yard dash with a time of 9 .7 seconds .

M.s. c.

Trac k -33 3333333

The Morehe ad 1 962 trac k schedule includes :
~ril ll~Kentttcky ~tate , awi y-.

ApN.l J::.J : Letti-svi1.l e, awa,)!,
April

17~Eas tern,

April

18~Cincinnati,

away

April

20~Georgetown,

home

April

25~Berea ,

home

May

l~Union,

away

May

2 ~Ct.unberland,

May

3~Eastern,

home(night)

May

S~Kentucky

State, home

May

ll~Marshall,

May 1 8

away

home

h ome(nigh t )

O. V. C. me et, Ea stern ( Richmond,Kent ucky )

#
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Charles Richardsom
Sports

•

l

Former Tennessee Tech golf s t ar J ack Merrell , newly-

..~ n , greets the
named coa ch of the Morehead State College liil1<IILe
I\

oncoming season with considerable optimism .

l"I think that

we should be capable of winning a t leas t

50 pe r cent of our meets and , barring unforseen conflicts ,
should do much better in the OVC me et this year , "

srtatiee 1!i'A:e

--.ro1.r~

,.~muag a9Mxaei~ b ls e Me rre 11 •
~yhe

a ''we
a~

gotta 8et

Merrel.l ' s statement ieflectS not ep't!imism but
eetiteP ea~ee

..the-Bagl:e oreu

w8't

in the

lae~

c~renoa

we

ca1t

!

t g et wot se

n o

yeoa1 was ttb":Ee Le finish no

Howe~ \The

philveo.phy,
bei!tsr. th~n

pres ence of ve terans

Charlie Traxel and John Ga lloway on the
make at least some optimism justified .

~ Traxe l,

a sophomore from Maysville , led the Morehead

li~en last year and shows promise, of a better season ahead .
Galloway, a Paris product, provides the other h al f of the onetwo punch,which MePrell viewe ae held:ing a goodly amount ef

~e w

M. S.C. Golf-222 222 2222

L

The

re~ining

positions at present are up for gr abs

as Ron Salle, Tom Browne , Gary Fi t zwa l t er, Dennis Wick, Henry
Schutte, Roy Cline, Dave Derrick, Tim Heller, and Doug Edgar
v ie for t he s p ot s.
In t he sea son opener on March 30, the Eagle s best ed
Cumberla nd 24-3 in the r a in as every man on the s quad won his
individual ma tch.
Repre:sented

eR

'the remainder of t he Morehead golf

schedule:~

April

17~Georg etown,

April

2 0~Eastern,

April

23~Marshall ,

April

27 ~U. K .,

April

30~Georg etown,

away

home
home

home
home

May

3~Vill a

May

S~Tennessee

May

8_Cent re&Berea , away

May 12
May

Madonna,

Tech, here

Eas t e rn, away

14~Cumberland,

May 18

aw ~ y

away

OVC , Richmond , Ky .

May 19_ovc , Richmond , Ky.

. - ,,_
} '
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RA Y HORNBACK
Public Relations Director
Morehead State College
Morehead, Kentucky

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Morehead, Ky., March 16--The experts aren't always right as Morehead1 s
surprising young team has proven during the last two weeks ·1
Accurately labeled the NCAA tournament's

11

Cinderella 11 team after

disposing of favored Eastern Kentucky, Western Kentucky and Xavier to reach
the Mideast Regional second round, Morehead continues in the underdog role
against the University of Kentucky Friday night.
"We weren't supposed to even be in the NCAA, tt the Eagles' colorful
Bob Laughlin said today, 1'but those same experts who said we didn't stand a
chance didn't know much about our boys."
"This is undoubtedly one of the most spirited group of boys I have ever
been associated with," added Laughlin.

"They just don't know when to quit and

I firmly believe that they don't know the meaning of the word "underdog_.

11

Laughlin pretty well hit the nail on the head as his sophomore and junior
dominated squad has not played unusually well in its last three outings but has
won with ferocious play on the boards and a never-say-die spirit.
Laughlints charges hit a sub-par 37% Tuesday night in downing a favored
Xavier 71-66 and were just as cool from the free throw line--hitting only Zl of
35 lil.lttempts.

But the Eagles' big men--Ed Noe, Norman Pokley, John Gibson and
Arthur Cole--grabbed 57 rebounds and did an outstanding defensive job on
Xavier's big men.
11

We certainly didn't have one of our better games, 11 said Laughlin, ''but

we showed that we have the heart to stay with a good team even when not experiencing a topnotch effort."
more
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Now Morehead must look toward a University of Kentucky team which
has blown hot and cold while posting an 18-8 record.
"Kentucky was a fine club against Vanderbilt," said Laughlin,

and

11

we would have to play much better than we did against Xavier to even stay in the
game if they repeat that performance. 1t
Morehead, which has a 19-10 record ..

h~s

never played Kentucky al-

though the Eagles came within one point of facing the Wildcats when Pittsburgh
upset the Eagles 86-85 in the first round of the 1956-57 NCAA tourney.
Morehead will take two guards into Friday night's game who have captured the fans1 hearts in Louisville.

Granville Williams, one of the greatest

shooters in Morehead history, leads the Morehead scoring with a 23. 4 average
while his 5-11 running mate, Henderson "Heckielf Thompson, has an 18. 3 average.
Laughlin1s big men have not scored with the consistency of Williams
and Thompson but 6-8 junior center Ed Noe poured through 21 points Tuesday
night to boost his season's average to 13. 3.
Norman Pokley, a 6-8 sophomore forward who has been little less than
sen aational with his rebound work in the latter part of the season, has an even
10. 0 average while his 6-5 sophomore running mate at forward, John Gibson,

is averaging

s. 5

points.

Giving Laughlin real strong bench support are 6-6 senior forward
Arthur Cole and 5-11 Mickey Morgan, one of the best third guards in the land.
"Arthur and Mickey have been two real great reserve men," Laughlin said.
11

We dontt weaken the ballclub in the least by using either boy and much of our

success is directly related to their efforts in a reserve roll."
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BILLY JOE HA LL
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC RELATIONS
MOREHEAD ST A TE COLLEGE
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD, KY., March 20-----Two All-Southwest Florida
Conference football players have signed grants-in-aid to Morehead

•

State College head coach Guy Penny has announced.
The two, both students at Auburndale Senior High School, are 1
Kenneth Howard, 6-2, 195 - pound tackle, and Lsrry Exum, 6-0, 165-pouod

•

quarterback.
:10. O, was
as football.

•

Exum, a speedster who can run the 100-yard dash in

an

all~Southweet

Florida Conference track choice as well

Both athletes were two-letter winners at the Florida

school.

In signing the two stars, Penny indicated that they were highly
touted performers and praised the work of Morehead alumni in attracting

•

them to the Kentucky colleg e.

Wayne Chapman, all-Ohio Valley

Conference tackle at Morehead in 1957. 58 and 59, is assistant coach
at Auburndale while Larry Workman, former Eagle quarterback of the

•

'40s, is principal of the school•

•
30
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE.
MOREHEAD , KY., March 27-----0ne of West Virginia 's outstanding
schoolboy football players, Williamson's Bobby Oliver, bas signed a
grant-in-aid at Morehead State Colle ge, head coach Guy Penny announced
today.
Oliver, a 180-pound halfback who stands 5-10, starred on the Williamson
High School eleven which won the Class AA championship in West Virginia.
The speedster scored two touchdowns in Williamson's championship playoff
game with Mount H ope.
Oliver, who resides in South Williamson, Ky., was coached in high school
by former Morehead stars, John Moricle and Ike Weaver.

Moricle, a giant

250-pound tackle at Morehead in 1947-51, is head coach of the West Virginia
champions.

#
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FROM:

DEPT. OF PUBLIC RELATIONS
MOREHEAD ST.ATE COLLEGE
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

•
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

•

Morehead, Ky., April 3---Floyd McCoy, one of the finest basketball players
ever turned out at Inez High School, has signed a grant-in-aid at Morehead
State College.

•

A 6-3, 175-pounder, he averaged 25 points a game as a senior and is
considered one of the best shots in Inez history---rating in the same category
with former Inez and Morehead State College star Herbie Triplett.

•

Russell Williamson, his high school principal who is a Morehead Sta te
College graduate and a former president of the Kentucky High School Athletic
Association, calls McCoy "a splendid student who has better than a B average;

•

a great comp etitor, a wonderful shot and an outstanding college prospecto 11
McCoy was the recipient of numerous awards this year.

He was named

to the Ashland Invitational Tournament all-tourney team, the all-regional team.,

•

the Williamson Daily News all - area tea m, the Lexington Herald-Leader second
a ll-state team and the Louisville Courier-Journal third all-state team.
11

•

We consider Floyd one of the top prospects in the state, 11 said Morehead

coach Bob Laughlin,

11

and we are e xtremely pleased that he is coming to the

Morehead State College campus. 11

•

•
•
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tennis co

, Dr. Chad Stewart faces a difficult schedule with but two returning

regulars from last year's squad ..
Inexperience was evident as the Eagle netmen dropped consecutive
matches to the University of Kentucky and Marshall by identical 9-0 scores.
Only returnees from the 1961 squad are sophomore Jim Rose of Campton
and junior Tom Browne of South Portsmouth.

Rose, runner-up in the number

four singles in last year's OVC matches, appears solidly stationed in the number
one court, while Browne is yet to show last year's form and is currently
playing in the number s~ position. 1
Sophomore Ron Lykins, who began the game only last fall, is presently
playing in the number two spot, while Danny Burke, a New York freshman,
holds down the number three court. Another freshman, Tom Combs of
Montgomery, Ohio, operates in the number four court.

Stu Kaminsky, a junior

from New York City, and Browne round out the oquad .
In doubles play, Rose and Burke make up the first unit followed by
Lykins and Kaminsky as the second team.

Combs and Browne· combine- as the

third unit.
The remainder of the MSC tennis schedule includes:
April 16
April 21
April 28
Mayl
May 3
May 4
May 5
May 8
Mayll
Mayl2
May 22

Xavier
U.K.
Cincinnati
Eastern
Villa Madonna
Xavier
Cumberland
Dayton
Eastern
Bellarmine
Berea

away
away
away
home
home
home
home
away
away
away
home
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Morehead, Kyo, ---Free golf lessons and instructions will be available
to interested persons at Morehead's Sunnybrook Golf Club from 10 a. m. to
7 p. m. Monday, April 21.
Instructors will be Jack Merrill, pro at Sunnybrook, and Jim McMurray,
sales representative and pro for First Flight.

McMurray will exhibit various

g olf equipment and conduct dem onstrations through out the day in the clubroom ..
"Jim is an outstanding pr o ,

11

said Merrill,

and I am confident our a rea

11

golfers will find his instructions highly beneficial.

#
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Morehea , y., April 13---Dropouts, inclement weather, and poor field conditions have totaled
headaches for Morehead track coach Earl Bentley as he attempts to groom
his Eagle trackmen for the 1962 season.
Gone from last year's squad are OVC winners Richard Fletcher and
Jeff Adikilis who dropped out of school after the first semester.

Fletcher

was the victor and record holder in the javelin with a heave of 205 feet, while
Adikilis paced conference discus men with a toss of 133 feet.

Also to be missed

is distance ace Jim Whiteley who captured third and fourth places in the mile
and two-m.ile events respectively.
Bringing a smile, however, to Bentley1 s face is the return of such
stellar performers as Marshall Banks, Howard Murphy, Jim Seo bee,
Mickey Wells, and Steve Stein.
Banks, a senior from Ashland, is the OVC champ and record holder in
the 220 yard dash, having gone the distance in 22 seconds flat in last year 1 s
conference meet.

Murphy, the All-OVC halfback from Springfield, Ohio,

is the conference standard bearer in the 100 yard dash with a time of 9. 7
seconds.
Scobee, a jack-of-all-trades who also broad jumps and runs the dashes,
excels in the 2.20 low hurdles having posted a time of 25. 6.

Wells, who gave

notice of greatness last year with a 614 11 performance against Central State of
Ohio, specializes in the high jump.

Basketballers Bob Hoover and Tom

Hamilton team up with Wells to give Morehead formidable strength in this
event.
more

·
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Steve Stein, a junior middle distance man from New York, and Jack
Fletcher, senior javelin heaver fr om Greenup, round out Bentley's veteran
forces.
Among the newcomers, Bentley is particularly high on Vic Cole, a
Michigan youngster who specializes in the hurdle events.

Bentley calls the

combination of Cole and Bob Hoover, "the best prospect for the high hurdles
since I have been here.

11

The distance events will be manned by a quartet of frosh cross-country
participants: Joe Foster of Greensburg, Don Herbert of Detroit, Michigan,
Billy Ray Edmonds of Johns Creek, and Jim Johnson of Blanchester, Ohio.
First year men in the field events include: Dick Pflaumer and Doug
Clemons, pole vault; A rt Hastings, broad jump; Felix Hamilton, high jump;
and Fred Hasbash, shot put and discus,,
This yearts track schedule includes 11 dual meets and the OVC encounter
at Eastern, with two meets, May 3 and May 11, will be held at nighto

•

The Morehead 1962 track schedule include s:
April 17
April 18
April 20
April 25
Mayl
May 2
May 3
May 5
May ll
May 18

here (night)
away
home
home
away
home
horn e {night}
home
home (night)
Eastern (Richmond)

Eastern
Cincinnati
Georgetown
Berea
Union
Cumberland
Eastern
Ky. State
Marshall
OVC meet

#

•

.from:
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11

April 14-----Morehead and Eastern track squads

have exchanged home and home dates from the original schedules previously
released.

The April 17 meet originally set for the new Eastern oval ha.s

been changed to a 7:30 p. mo engagement at Jayne Memorial Stadium in
Morehead.,

•

Coach Earl BentleyWs Eagle team will be trying to recover after an
81-40 loss to Kentucky Statels strong aggregation Wednesday in Frankfort.
Eastern has a victory over Union to its credit thus far .
Expected to lead Morehead 1 s point-producers will be a trio of
speedsters, Marshall Banks, senior from Ashland; Howard Murphy,
sophomore from Springfield, Ohio and Jim Scobee, s.enior from Mt. Sterling.
Scobee will be running in the low hurdles, participating in the broad jump
and the 440 dash.

Banks and Murphy will run the 100 and 220 dashes and

will team with Scobee and Steve Stein in the 440 relay.
Bentley is also looking for great things from Bob Hoover, basketball
star who runs the high hurdles as well as high jumping; Mickey Wells,
high and broad jumps; and Victor Cole, high and low hurdler.
expected to be a consistent 6-3 or 6-4 jumper this season.

Wells is

Bentley is

confident that Cole will break the school record in the high hurdles before
he finishes at Morehead.
Doug Clements and Dick Pfaugher will be pole vault participants in
Tuesday1 s meet and Morehead track enthusiasts are sure they will surpass
NormanStark!'S school mark before the current campaign is over 0
The Morehead-Eastern meet will be the first night track event at
Morehead is over four seasons.
30_
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FOR IMMEDIATE RE LEA SE

Morehead, Ky., April 16---The annual Athletic ReciDgnition Dinner at
Morehead State College will be held in the cafeteria, Doran Student House,

•

May 10 at 6:30 p.m.

The Dinner is sponsored by the College and the Alumni

Ass ociation.
Jerry Lucas, three time AU-American at Ohio State University, will
be the speaker for the occasion.

Reservations are now being received by

Billy Joe Hall, Director of Alumni Affairs, Morehead State College, who
encourages all alumni, faculty, friends and boosters of the college to make
plans to attend.
The Dinner is held annually to recognize participants in all intercollegiate
sports on the Morehead campus including football, cross country, basketball,
soccer, baseball, tr&ck, swimming, tennis and golf.
Reservations will be made upon receipt of a check or money order for
$2. 50 per plate by the alumni office.

FROM:

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPT•
MOREHEAD STA TE COLLEGE
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

Morehead, Kyo, April 14---Former Tennessee Tech golf star Jack Merrell.
newly-named coach of the Morehead State College linksmen, greets the oncoming season with considerable optimism.
u1 think that we should be capable of winning at least 50 per cent of our
meets and, barring unforseen : conflicts, should do much better in the OVC
meet this year, 11 says Merrell.
The presence of veterans C,harlie Traxel and John Galloway on the Eagle
squad make at least some optimism justified.
Traxel, a sophomore from Maysville, led the Mor eh· ad linksmen last
year and shows promise of a better season ahead.

Galloway, a Paris produce,

provides the other half of the one-two punch.
The rema ining positions at present are up f or grabs as Ron Salle, Tom
Browne, Gary Fitzwalter, Dennis Vlick, Henry Schutte, Roy Cline, Dave
Derrick, Tim Heller, and D ou g Edga r vie for the spots.
In the season opener on Ma rch 30, the Eagles bested Cumberland 24-3
in the rain as every man on the squad won his individual match.

The remainder of the Mo rehead golf schedule:
April 17

Georgetown

away

April 20

Eastern

home

April 23

Marshall

home

April 27

U. of Ky.

home

April 30

Georgetovvn

home

May 3

Villa Madonna

away

May 5

Tenn. Tech

home

May 8

Centre & Berea

away

May 12

Eastern

away

Mayl4

Cumberland

away

May18

ovc

Richmond, Ky.
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FROM:

PU:B'LIC RELATIONS DEPT.
MOREHEAD STA TE COLLEGE
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Morehead, Ky. 1 April 26-----Jack Merrell, former Tennessee Tech golf

•

star, has been named professional at the Sunnybrook Golf Course, Morehead,
Kentucky.
Merrell, a native of Brevard, North Carolina, and a 1956 graduate of
Brevard High School, was the Tennessee Tech captain in 1961.

He previously

played on the Mars Hill Junior College squad where he was also captain in his
sophomore season.

That year he won the Western North Carolina Junior

College individual championship.
The new golf professional is a veteran golfer at the young age of 24,
having worked six years with his uncle, Hans Merrell, at the Akron, Ohio,
course.

He participated in the Akron District Golf Association while an

amateur.
During his junior year at Tennessee Tech, Merrell was a member of
the Golden Eagle team which participated in the Southeastern Golf Tournament,
Athens, Georgia. He joined the ''hole-in-one club" with an ace on the
Murfreesboro, Tennessee, course in a 1961 match with Middle T ennessee State.
His duties at Morehead will include coaching the Morehead State College
linksmen, giving private golf instruction and general management of the
two-year-old course.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Morehead, Ky., April 30--Morehead's young baseball team has seven men
hitting above the • 300 mark although the Eagles stand only 7-8 on the season.
Playing a rugged 28-game schedule, Coach Rex Chaney's youngsters
are 2-2 in the Ohio Valley Conference and his young pitching staff, which
includes five freshmen, has shown steady improvement.
Leading the Morehead hitters is all-conference slugger Leston Stewart
who boasts a • 410 average on 23 hits in 56 appearances at the plate.

Stewart,

a sophomore third and first baseman, has plugged five home runs, f our
doubles and leads the Eagles in runs batted in with 20.
Other top sluggers include: junior outfielder Ray A lien, • 400; senior
outfielder Jim Hastings, • 400; freshman outfielder, Dennis Doyle, .380;
freshman shortstop Terry West, .346; juniGr outfielder Tom Ellis, • 327 and
freshman second sacker Harold Sargent, • 311.
Chaney's top hurler is freshman Steve Berryhill, who bold-e a
sparking 4-0 record and a 2. 99 earned run average.

Jim Hastings, last

year's top hurler with a 4-0 record has been bothered by a sore arm but appears
ready for full-time duty as the Eagles enter the stretch drive for OVC eastern
division championship which they shared with East Tennessee last year.
more
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In their next outing, the Eagles oppose nationally-ranked Ohio University

at Morehead on

April 30 followed by an encounter with Xavier

University on

May 1.
The Morehead batting averages:
Name
AB
R
Pos.
-eyDoyle, Dennis
50 lb

f9

HR RBI
.,..- r3B .,--rs-

Sargent, Harold

2. B

45

12

14

3

0

1

9

6

0

West, Terry

SS

52

15

18

3

0

0

5

6

.. 346

Stewart, Leston

lB

56

lS

23

4

1

5

20

4

.410

Ellis, Tom

LF

58

13

19

3

1

2

13

4

.327

.Allen, Ray

RF

30

9

12

3

0

0

8

4

.400

Haslock, Ed

c

33

7

9

1

0

1

8

2

• 270

.Smith, Charles

c

17

... 4

5

1

0

0

4

1

• 294

Petty, Victor

3B

37

12

7

1

1

1

4

2

.189

Hastings, Jim

OF-p

15

3

6

2

1

0

6

0

.400

Rader, Jack

1B

23

5

5

1

0

0

2

0

• 219

#
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FROM: DEPARTlviENT OF PUBLIC RELATIONS
MOREHEAD STA TE COLLEGE
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

FOR RELEASE SUNDAY, MAY 6--Morehead, Ky., May 4---Some 150 Morehead State College athletes
will be recognized at a dinner Thursday evening sponsored by the College and
the Alumni Association.

Jerry Lucas, one of the greatest basketball players

of all time, will be the featured speaker for the occasion.
The dinner, set for 6:30 p. m. in the cafeteria, Doran Student House,
will be attended by alumni, faculty, parents and boosters of Morehead State
College.

Reservations are being accepted in the alumni office between now

and Tuesday evening.

Persons desiring to attend the dinner may write

Billy Joe Hall, Director of Alumni Affairs, and enclose $2. 50 per plate.
Phone orders will also be accepted.
Athletes honored at the dinner will be representative of all intercollegiate sports on the Morehead campus.

They include football, basketball,

baseball, tennis, track, cross country, soccer, swimming and golf.
Lloyd Cassity, immediate past president of the Morehead State
College Alumni Association, will serve as toastmaster. A resident of Ashland,
he is vice president and sales manager of Johnson Dairies, Incorporated.
The speaker for the occasion, a senior member of this year•s Ohio
State University NCAA finalists, has been lauded by the experts as possibly
the greatest basketball player in the history of the sport.

He is winding up a

career at Ohio State which has seen him lead the Buckeyes to the finals of the
NCAA in each of his three varsity seasons.

The Middletown, Ohio, native

never tasted defeat in a hardwood encounter until the finals of the Ohio State
basketball finals in 1958 when his team was upset.
more
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MORErtEAD, Ky., Sept. Z7--Morehead State College head coach
Guy Penny called his team's effort against Ohio Valley Conference
favorite Middle Tennessee a

fine performance" even though the

11

·

Eagles were handed a 7 -0 reversal by the highly regarded Raiders.
11

1 was pleased with our over all showing both offensively and

defensively, 11 said the Morehead mentor.
really turned in a fine performance.

11

0ur inexperienced boys

11

The defensive play of the Eagle tackles, ends and linebackers,
plus the improved offensive blocking assignments brought special ·
praise from the Morehead coaching staff.
11

We were also happy with the play of our two inexperienced

quarterbacks, Paul West and Tally Johnson.

They directed our attack

well even though we were not able to cross the Middle Tennessee goal
line after posing three serious scoring threats, 11 said Penny.
The Blue Raiders scored the game's only touchdown with 4:58
remaining in the second quarter on a one yard plunge by fullback
David Petty and conversion by Tony Matusek.

Highlighting the touch-

down drive was a 39 yard pass play from quarterback Lewis Alford
to end Jerry Allen.
more
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Late in the game Middle Teffilcssee fear e d the Eagles might b e

•

able t o duplicate the last ditch c omeback the y the mselve s executed at
Morehead last seas on when t he Raiders quelle d the upset-minded
Ea gles in the last 2 4 seconds, 19 - 14 .

•

With l e ss than two minutes

remaining in the game , the E agl e s were on the Raider six yard-line,
but the Middle Tennessee defense tight e n ed and the Mo rehead drive was
halted.

•

Mo rehead was slighted in first downs 17 -14, and gained but 148
yards c ompared t o Middle T enne ss ee ' s 224.

In passing , the Raiders

came out on t op with two c ompletions in five attempts f or 55 yards

•

to Morehead' s 32 yards on two completi ons of twelve attempts •
Bobby Gene Olive r, flashy Mor ehea d halfback from S outh Williamson,
Ky., led the Morehead g r ound attack with 3 6 yards in e i ght carries.

•

The 5 -9, 180-pounder started the game with a bang as he returned the
opening kickoff 59 yards.

Later in the sec ond quarter, he r eturned

another 20 yards for a 79 yard kickoff return total.

•

Penny expressed s ome disapp ointment in t he performance of AllOVC halfback Howa rd Murphy as the Raiders were able to c onta in the
Eagle scatback, allowing him only 23 yards in ten carr ies .

•

Penny' s charges suffered no significant injuries against Middle
T ennessee and should be in good physical shape f or Satu rda y 's e nc ounter
with T ennessee Tech at Mor ehead.

•

Tech has suffered two early seas on

l o sses to Volunteer state p owe rhous es Memphis State and Chattanooga •

#

•

•
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MOREHE.i.D STJ. TE COLLEGE
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F OR IMMEDU1 TE RELEf.SE
Morehead, Ky. , Sept. 2.3 ··-Jin athletic injury prevention c onfe rence
will be hel d on the Morehead State Colle::;e campus Saturday, September 29.
Sponsored by the K entucky i1icdica l J, ssociation , t he conference
will be held in the Morehead fieldhouse beg innin;:; at 9 : 00 a . m .
Featured speakers will i nclud e : Dr . Richard E . Davis, Centra l
City; Dr. O . B . Murphy, L exin:,ton ; and Dr . Ge o:L1...e Gu mbert, Lexinz;t on.
Dr . Davis will speak en "Medical f, spec ts of Sports" wh ile Dr . Murphy
will speak on "Orthopedic Problems in Sports" and Dr. Gumbert on
" Lower Extremity Injurie s .

11

Oran Teater, member of the Beard of Control of the Kentucky High
School f, thl etic /. ssociation, will preside.
The conference will close with an audience p anel discu ssion at
11 :~0 .

The coaches, school administrators and ot hc1·s attend rng the

conference will attend the Morchcad -- Tennessee Tech fo otball 2:a me
Saturday afternoon.
Bob Lau :;hlin, ..t. t h leti c Dire ctor at Morehead, i s coordinator of
the conference.

#

F C R IMMEDIATE REL:Xl, SE
1v1 orchead, Ky., Oct. 2 · · V/hile Morehead State Colle ge football
fans are reminiscing Saturday's thrilling 14-6 victory over Tennessee
Tech, Eagle coaches are a bit apprehensive of the d efensive effort
turned in by the Morehead squad.
After viewing films of Morehead•s victory over Tech, the first
Ohio Valley Conference loss for the Tennesseans in 23 games, the
coaching staff spotted evidence of poor d efensive techniques in respect
to both pass and rushing defense.
"Vie stopped Tech when we had to,
11

11

said head coach Gu y Penny,

but we allowed them too much unnecessary yardage before hand.

11

M orehead coaches expressed disappointment in defensive fundamentals.
but readily recognized the fact that the Eagles were able to stop Tech
advances at crucial points L1 the contest.
Needless to say, Morehead coaches were pleased with the offensive
play of scatback Howard Murphy who reeled off 116 yards in 19 carries.
Also drawing special praise were the performances of halfbacks
Leo Wess ell and Bobby Gene Oliver and fullback Dennis Brown.
Wessell, a junior from Louisville, gained 44 yards in nine attempts
and t eamed with Mu1:phy to l ead the Eagles to their fourth quarter, game
winning touchdown.
Olive r ga ined 31 yards on six carries including a 21-ya r d jaunt in
the third quarter which helped set the stage for the Eagle's initial score •
. .. ::..

more
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A redshirt last season, Brown picked up ten yards on two carries

and scored Morehead ' s winning touchdown with 1:26 remaining in the
game.
Drawing Penny' s praise for outstanding defenaive play in the
li.."le were A 11-0VC tackle Ernie DeGourley, end Jack Smith and center
Oscar Phillips .

Standouts in the offensive forward wall were tackles

Richard Jones and Roy Lucas and end Mike Brovm.
Senior quarterback Paul West also drew praise from Penny for
successfully engineering the Eagle•s attack.

West completed three

of four passing attempts for 73 yards .
The Eagle's used the same offensive alignment that almost drove
to a late fourth quarter touchdown the Saturday before at M iddle Tennessee.
The Eagles next journey to M urray on Saturday to battle the
surprising M urray Thoroughbreds .

Mo rehead and M urray are

currently tie d for second place in the Ohio Valley Conference standings
with 1-1 records.

#

•

FOR I MMEDIATE RELEASE
Morehead, Ky, , Oct. 5---Pass defense will be the key to the success
or failure of Morehead ' s Eagles in their Satur day encounter with Murray,
says M orehead coach Guy Penny.
"Our pass defense will have to be at its best against the
Thoroughbreds if we are to

win , " Penny says .

11

Murray1 s passing

attack made the difference against Eastern last week and we know we ' ll
have to stop it. 11
Although the Eagles expect a great deal of action via the air
route, ample ti me haa also been spent in correction of other defensive
flaws which were evident against Tennessee Tech.
A great deal a l so depends upon the performance of certain
key individuals who must improve over past road appearances.

11

0ur

boys enjoy playing before the home crowd, 11 says Penny, "but this
year five of our games are on the road.

We' ve got to be just as tough

in enemy territory as we are in our own back yard.

11

Becauae of their outstanding performances against Tenneseee
Tech, tackles Roy Lucas and Richard Jones and fullback Dennis Brown
are slated for considerable action in the Murray contest.
The Eagles are expected, however, to go exclusively with
the ir "skinny twenty" as the pressure of the first t wo c onte sts pr evented
any substitution for experience sake.
Murray game to be no different.
more
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M orehead will be attempting to launch a more successful

•

passing attack against Murray although improvement was shown in this
department last week as the Eagles w ere able to complete three of
four aerials for 73 yards •

•

f, rash of cold s has h it the Ea gle c amp this week, slowing

down preparation for the Mu rray ga me .

N o significant injuries were

sustained in the Tennessee Tech game and the Ea gles should b e near

•

top form said Penny.
M orehead is scheduled to open with Ja c k Smith and M ike
Brown at ends, Ernie Decourley and Jim Osborne a t tackles,

•

Scott

Davidson and Bill M itchell at gua rds with Ron Ratliff at c e nter .
Paul Vi e st will be at quarterback w ith Howard M urphy and Leo We ssell

•

.
•
•

•

at halfbacks and Russ Campbell at fullback.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Morehead, Ky., Oct. 10---Morehead State College 1 s 14-13 victory
over Murray last Saturday shows that statistics can be deciving as
far as game results are concerned.
Murray outgained the Eagles in almost every statistical department,
but Morehead was able to outpoint the Thoroughbreds on the scoreboard.
Guy Penny's Eagles held the short end in first downs, passing
yardage and rushing yardage as Murray found plenty of rwming room
through the center of the M orehead line.

Murray had 16 first downs to

Morehcad's nine, passed for 94 yards to Morehead's eleven and gained
2.06 yards on the ground to the Eagle's 196.
Eagle coaches were generally displeased with their team's defensive
showing against the Murray running attack and particularly their inability
to stop Thoroughbred fullback Tommy Glover.

Glover gained 108 yards

in 16 carries and scored Murray's finsl touchdown.

•

But the Eagles successfully defended against the aerial threats
of Murray ace Tony Fiorvanti, allowing him only six completions in 19
attempts for 94 yards.

:z...,f orehead's All-OVC halfback Howard Murphy

capitalized on a Fioravanti miscue, intercepting his attempt on the Murray
37 and racing into the end zone for Morehead's final and game-deciding
touchdown.
more
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Cffensivcly, t h e .i\ioreh ead squo.d also h a d problems with the
Racer ' s tough defensive w1it and were not ab l e to get a susta ined scoring
drive underway.

The big gaine r for t h e Eagles came on seni or quarterback P

Paul Vlcst 1 s 76-yard touchdown jaunt with 11:51 remaining in the first half.
Drawing special praise from Penny was the outstanding defensive
secondary work of freshman quarterback Tally Johnson.

Johnson batted

down several Fiora vanti tosses, blocked Irvin W hitehead's attempted
placem ent to tie and provided both of Morehead' s points-after-touchdown
which provided the winning margin.
Mike Brown, sta r £forehead punter, kept the R acers deep in their
own territory with his booming punts , launching five boots for 219 ya rds
and a 43. 8 aver a g e .
Morehead's next foe is A ustin Peay on Saturday.

The game will

highlight Morehead State Colleg e ' s 1962 homecoming activities .

#

FOR IMMEDIJ.i TE RELEA SE
Morehead , Ky.,

-- ~-With

two early Ohio Valley Conference victories

under their belts, Guy Penny's Morehead State Colleg e Eagles tackle
non-conference foe .Austin Peay in Saturday's homecoming tilt.
The Eagles will be attempting to give A lumni and friends a taste
of victory that was absent in last year's homecoming encounte r when
Morehead bowed to Murray in the final quarter, 35-28.

But the Murray

loss was avenged last week, 14 - 13, and this week Penny's crew will be
attempting to bring victory back to the Homecoming crowd.
~-!amper ing

Wessell for the

the Ea 3 l es will be the loss of regular halfback Leo
J~ustin

Peay game.

Wessell, who has picked up 81

yards in 19 carries, sustained a knee injury in the Murray game and
is not expected to sec action.

His replacement is expected to be

freshman sensation Bobby Gene Oliver .
Penny and the Morehead staff have great respect for the Austin
P eay team following their narrow 21- 13 lo ss to Western Kentucky at
Bowline Green l ast Saturday.

"The strength of their passing game was

verified as it accounted for both touchdowns against VT cstern,
said.
more

11

Penny
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L ea din g the Governo r' s offense aga ins t

e

the Hilltoppe rs was the

p a ssing duo of senior quarterba ck Cobb Parke r a nd senior end Rupert
Bake r who personally a cc ounted for Ji ustin Peay1 s two ma rkers.
M orehead scouts were a lso impressed with the running of h a lfbacks
Tommy Donnelly and Tim Chilcutt .
" We expect a g reat d ea l of passin g from .A ustin Peay, with P a rker
and Carlton F l att leading the way ,
A ft e r their

11

s a id Penny.

disappointing showing against M urra y , the Eagl es have

sett l ed down to a hard week of practice in which defense and passing
nttack have b een stressed.

Penny s ingled out t ackl -.!s Jim Osborne,

Ernie D ec ourley and R oy Lucas and end M ike B rown as showing
cons iderable i mprovement in this week's drills.
Several change s are expected in the Mo r ehea d offensive line- up
this Saturday as Penny plans to go wit h J a ck Sm ith and Br own at ends,
R icha rd J ones and Osborne at tackles , Bill M itche ll and Scott D nvidson
at gua rds and Ron Ratliff at center.

The backfield will feature Paul

VJ est a t quarterback, Oliver a nd Howa rd Mu rphy a t halfbacks a nd Denni s

Br own at fullback.
Saturday 's Home coming game will begin at 2 :30 E .s. T . and will
be the first footbnll meeting bet ween the t wo s chools.
The .A ustin Peay Band and 45 - girl corp of Dancer·s· will .perform prior
t o the game.

T he 123 - piece Morehead State College b and will perform

a t halftime .

#
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lvlorehead, Ky. , 0 c t . 11 -- ·· G eneral displeasure fills the Morehead
State College football camp t h is week after the Ea g le 1 s squeaky 14-13
victory over !Aurray last Sa t u r da y .
Ea e le coaches were disappointed with their club 1 s overall showing
a gainst the M urray club .

T h ey were especially concerned with their

team 1 s inability to g o fu ll speed for any len g th of time offensively or
clef ensivel y .
" W e definitely lacked secon d effort or ''killer instinct",
head coach Guy Penny.
full advantage of it.

•

11

said

"After we g et a break, we've g ot to learn to take

11

11

.A g reat many mistakes m.ust be corrected before we meet .Austin

Peay on Saturday,

11

said Pen ny.

"They are a better ball club than

the ir rec ord indicates and w o uld have held M iddle Tennessee to a 7-0

•

score if they hadn't made t h ree crucial mistakes .

" V! e expect to use our " skinny t\.ve n ty 11 exc lu siv e l y a g ainst .A ustin
P e ay as we have in the last three encounters ,

•

11

11

Penny said.

Penny praised t he efforts of end M ike Brown and tackle Jim Osborne ·
in the Murray gam e .

Brown was outstanding in the punting department

as he kicked five times for 219 ya rds and a 43 . 8 avera g e .

•

P ractice this week has b een devot ed to drills st res sing b a sic
fundamenta ls, Peru1y said.

#

•

•

•

•
·U orehead, Ky., Oct. 17 ---Both alumni and coacheo were pleased with
the M orehead State College Eagle's showing in Saturday's .: 3~ -7 I-foUl.£:-

•

co~-::l ing win ove:r...Aw:;fin Peay.
11

•

We had been worried about our defensive game for seve1·al weeks, 11

said Morehead coach Guy Penny, "but t here was tremendous improvement
last Saturday.

11

Even though the Governors had been held to a limited number of
rushing yards by all previous opponents, Penny expressed satisfaction

•

with his team's effort in holding the visiting Tennesseeans to a -2 4
n et rushing yardage for the afternoon.
11

•

0ur pass defense was also greatly improved, 11 Penny said, "and

the sec ondary work of Mike Brown and Tally Johnson was exceptional.

11

In the line Penny praised the work of ends Jack Smith and Richard

•

Pare and center Ron Ratliff.

11

We got a whole lot more gang tackling

out of our boys in this game and Smith, Pare arrl Ratliff led the way,

11

Penny said.

•

Some concern arose as to tae physical condition of Brown and
Ratliff following Saturday7 s zam e.

B oth had to be removed due to

injuries which appea r e d se rious at the time.

•

•

Brown suffered a s light ccnc ussion while Ratliff sustained a
seve:::ci y k i-:.,- - 1 ankl 3.

Both

2pJ )'~-· .;.· ~~

be recovering rapidly and should

•
•

.

.

.
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Offensively, Penny had a great deal of praise for the running
of frosh fullback Dennis Brown.

In his first startine assignment

the 190-pounder from New River , Tenn. picked up 45 yards on 10

•

carries and scored the Eagle's second touchdown•
The Eagle's passing attack had its best effort of the season as
senior quarterback Paul West and freshmen Tally Johnson and Mike
Gottfried completed ten of lB attempts for 142 yards.

Gottfried 's

fourth quarter 52-yard touchdown heave to frosh halfback Bobby
Gene Oliver accounted for the Eagle ' s longest gainer of the afternoon.
Statistically, the Mor ehead victoi·y was as convincing as the
score indicates .

The Morehead squad bested the Governors in first

downs, rushing yardage , passing ya rda ge and punting average.
The booming punts of Mike Brown kept A us tin Peay in the hole
all afte rnoon as he punted five times for 215 yards and an average of 43. 0
yards per kick.

His season average is currently 39. 2 yards per kick.

Penny was apprehensive about h is team's inability to perpetuate
a sustained offensive drive in either the Murray or .Austin Peay games.
He feels this is due to missed assignments and must be corrected
before the Eagle's next encount er.
Morehead n-ieets Marshall Univers ity Saturday at Ashland in the
second annual Shrine Game at Putnam Stadium.
at 8:00 p . m . EST.

#

Game time is scheduled

•

...

.

~

.

•

•

Oct. 19---The surprising Morehead State College
Eagles, currently tied for second place in the tight Ohio Valley
Conference football race, journey outside the conference this Saturday

•

to do battle with Marshall University.
The game site is A shland 1 s Putnam Stadium and the contest will
be the third annual Shrine Game sponsored by the El Hasa Temple of

•

Ashland.

Game time is 8:00 p. m. E.s. T.

Victorious in their last three games, the Eagles of coach
Guy Penny will be attempting to make an improved showing over last

•

year's effort in which the Eagles were held to a scoreless tie by the
Big Green defense and a sea of mud.

•

The Eagles were able to gain

but 17 yards on the ground as their running attack was completely halted •
This year's Morehead team is the poss ess or of a fin e ground
attack which has been piling up yardage at the rate of 182 yards a

•

game.

Leading the Morehead attack are halfbacks Howard Murphy

(4.1 yards per carry) and Bobby Gene Oliver (4. 5 yards per carry ).
Marshall, however, relies on aerial fireworks to make its

•

offense go and is led by quarterback Bob Hamlin and ends Bobby Vinter
and James Cure.

The Big Green ground attack, which had its beet

effort against Mid American Conference power Kent State l&st week,

•

has been improving with each game and features the running of halfback
James Brown and fullback Gary Zickefoose.
more

•
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Penny e"-'Pects a great deal of passing from Marshall and has
stressed pass defense i..J. drills t!1is week.

A l so gaining a great deal

of attention was the Morehead passing attack which has been steadily
improving.

Morehead passers threw for 142 yards last Saturday

against .Austin Peay for the seasons best effort to date .
With the exception of hal fback Leo Wessell who remains on the
injured list, the Morehead squad appears t o have shaken off minor
injuries incurred in the .Austin Peay game.

Center Ron Ratl iff and

end Mike Brown have recuper ated suffic i ently and ·will be ready to go by
Saturday's game.
Penny p l ans to go wi th Brown and Jack Smith at ends , Ernie
DeCourley and Jim Osborne at tackles , Bill Mi tchell and Scott Davidson
at

guards and

In the backfield , Penny expects to

Ratliff at center.

start Paul West at quarterback , Murphy and Oliver at ha l fbacks and
Dennis Brown at fullback.

#

FROM :

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPT .
MOREHEAD STATE COLLEGE
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Morehead , Ky ., Oct . 24----Morehead State College head football
coach Guy Penny feels that failure of defensive techniques and
a poor offensive first half kept his Eagles from defeating
Marshall Saturday and gaining their first four-game winning
streak since 1950 .
"We did many things well, 11 Penny said , "but our techniques
fell at crucial points . 11

"If our defense had held , s ~veral

Marshall breaks would not have turned into touchdowns ."
Blessed with breaks , the Marshall "Big Green" accounted
for two touchdown in an extraordianry manner .

Mid- way in the

second quarter, Marshall center Ron Hammonds pounced on a teammate's fumble in the Morehead end zone for a tally.

With 2:59

remaining in the third stanza lightning struck again as a
Marshall pass from quarterback Bob Hamlin to end James Cure was
fumbled and ended up in the hands of Green halfback Joe Williams
who advanced the oval twenty- five yards for the score .
more
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Eagle coaches were pleased with the valiant comeback
posed by their charges in the s ec ond half.

Down 26-6 in the

third quarter, Morehead storme d back with two touchdowns closing
the gap 26- 18 .

Mo r ehead .freshman quarterback Mike Gottfried

engineered both drives, passing 55 yards to Howard Murphy for
a t.d . and setting up another on a 20- yard pass to end Jack Smith
on the Marshall one -yard line .
Morehead 1 s ground game , depended on heavily in previous
games , was limited to a meager

57

yards for the evening by

what Penny calls "the toughe s t def ense we 1 ve faced ."

Marshall

linemen Clyde Pierce, Robert Maxwell and Roger Jefferson drew
praise and r e spect fr om the Eagle staff .
Penny expressed displeasure with the offensive line play
of his r egulars and the running of several Eagle backs .

"Our

linemen were not g iving us the hol e s and our backs didn't drive
for that extra yard .

We just didn't carr y out our game plans,"

Penny said .
Pointing to s ev eral bright spots, Penny commended the
defensive efforts of tac kle Roy Lucas, guard Scott Davidron,
end Mike Brown and def ensive back Tally Johnson.

The running

of freshman fullback Dennis Brown , who scored the Eagl e 's final
touchdown , and the passing of Gottfried, who completed 6 aerials
for 104 yards, also drew Penny ' s praise .
"Several of our r egulars l et us down,

11

Penny sad.ct .

"If

improvement doesn ' t come before next Saturday, we 'll have a
rough time with East Tennes s ee ."
Morehead meets East Tennessee in Saturday's Ohio Valley
Confe rence headliner at Johnson City Saturday.

East Tennessee

currently l eads the OVC with a 3-1 r e cord while Morehead is
tie d for second plac e with a 2-1 confer enc e slate.

#

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPT.
MOREHEAD STP. TE COLLEGE
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FROM:

FOR IMMEDIATE RELE.A SE
MOREHEAD, KY., Oct. 26 - - - - - Riddled by injuries, Guy Penny's Morehead
State College Eagles battle conference giant East Tennessee in the
Buccaneer's home confines Saturday night.
"We're in the worst physical condition of the 1962 season, 11 lamented
Penny.

"We'll have to want victory mighty bad to surmount the disadvantage

of an injury thinned squad plus that of meeting a strong team in its home
territory.

11

At halfback the Eagles were most seriously hit by mishaps.

Four heavy

du;r bacle including All - Ohio Valley Conference Howard Murphy are apparently
lost for the East Ten..'"'lessee game.

M urphy received a severly bruised foot

in last week's Marshall contest and has not responded to treatment as
expected.

Penny doesn't expect him to see action Saturday.

Leo Wessell, a starter until his injury in the Murray game , remains on
the injured list and this week was joined by sub halfbacks Reggie McGinnis
and Gerald Haynes, who received sprains in practice.

in ore
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•

•
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•

•
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Also in doubt for Saturday's contest are starters Mike Brown and Ron
Ratliff.

Brown, a standout on offense and defense at end, and Ratliff,

Morehead's starting center throughout this year's campaign, are nursing
,

old injuries and have not participated in contact drills this week.
Forced to revamp his starting backfield, Penny la,,o made several moves
in an effort to find a solid unit to go against the Bucs on Saturday.

defensive secondary star and alternate offensive quarterback Tally Johnson
has been shifted to an offensive halfback spot and is expected to get the
starting nod there.

Filling in opposite Johnson will be freshman Dennis

Brown, a move-over from the starting fullback position.
Russ Campbell has regained the first unit fullback assignment and will
share duties with freshman Bill Morgan.

Senior Paul West and fast

developing freshman Mike Gottfried will share signal - calling duties.
The Eagle line seems to be in top shape with the exception of Brown and
Ratliff and is expected. to be at full speed.
Penny expects a well balanced attack from the Buccaneers, whom the
Eagles have been able to beat but once in seven C:ontests.

With versatile

quarterback Jimmy Baker at the controls, the East Tennesseeans are a
threat on the ground and in the air.

Halfbacks David Holtzclaw and Phil

Morgan, last year's leading rusher in the OVC, spearhead the Bucs ground
attack and also pose as receivers for Baker aerials.
East Tennessee currently leads the OVC with a 3-1 record.

At 2 -1,

Morehead shares the second place spot with Eastern Kentucky and Middle
Tennessee, who handed the Eagles an opening game 7-0 reversal for their
only OVC loss to date •

•

•

Eagle

#

•
•

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MOREHEAD , Ky . , Oct . 31--- Fourteen seems to be the "magic
number" for Guy Penny ' s Morehead State College football
Eagles in their quest for an initial Ohio Valley Conference
championship .
Surprisingly, all three Morehead OVC victories have
been earned with the Eagle ' s posting a fourteen point total
on the scoreboard.

Morehead's first conference victory was

a 14- 6 decision over Tennessee Tech and was followed by a
14- 13 verdict over Murray.

Last Saturday's 14-10 victory over

then conference leading East Tennessee at Johnson City vaulted
the Eagles into a tie with Eastern Kentucky for OVC leadership
and for the third time proved the

11

skinny twenty ' s" success

with the number fourteen .
Following the Eagle's surprise win over the Buccaneers ,
Morehead coach Guy Penny was all smiles .

"Our game p lan was

to control the f ootball as much as possible

d~e

offensive attack of the East Tennessee backs, "

to the explosive
Penny s aid .

"The fact that we ran 72 p l ays to their 32 shows how s uccess ful our plans were . "
more

Mor ehead
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Morehead , playing without the services of ALL- OVC
half back Howard Murphy, ntart cd Saturday 1 s gan e wi th a
make - shift backfield composed of Paul We st , a former
hal fback , at quarterback;
back, at h al fback;

Dennis Br own, a r egul ar full-

Tally Johnson , a def ensive specialist ,

at halfb ack md Russ Campbel l at fullback .

West was also

used as a halfback when freshman quarterback Hike Gottf r i ed
was at the contr ols and Dennis Brown ran f requently from the
fullbac k position .
A 145- pound seni or from Haleyville , Alabama , West led
the Eagl e offense in piling up 1 32 yards on 18 car r i es md
complet i ng an aer ial to end Jack Smi th for 30 yards .
set up both Morehead touchdowns by uncorking runs of

West

25 yar ds

md 28 yards to advance the pigskin deep into East Tennessee
territor y .

West ' s

25 yard jaunt advanced Morehead from t he

Ea st Tennessee 32 yardline to the 7.

The 28 - yarder came later

in the same stanza with \·Jest , this time as a halfback, cutting
up the middle from the Buccaneer 33 yard- line to the

5.

Al so drawing Penny ' s praise was the pl ay of frosh
quarterback Mi ke Got t fri e d who passed for Morehead ' s first
tally and ran for the game deciding f inal touchdo wn .
completed five of s even passes for

64

He

yards and successfully

directe d the Eagle attack whi le West was at halilback .
Penny laude d his defensive un i t for what he termed ,
" their f i nest showing of the see.son . "

The Morehead l i ne

limited the Buccaneers to 62 rushi ng yards for the evening
and hel d OVC l eading rusher Jimmy Baker to a minus 31 yards .
more

·•

•
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"All in all, i t must be te r med a team victory , " Penny
so.id , "but the pl ay of end Mike Brown , both on offense and
defense , t ac kl e Ernie Decourl e y and guard Scott Davidson

•

cannot go without special mention .

Their efforts we re

superb ."
Morehead complete ly dominated game statistics in piling

•

up 233 yards on the gr ound to East Tennessee's 62 , passing
for

94

yards to the Buc ' s 71 and piling up 15 first downs

to the ir host's seven .

•

St epping into t h e Ohio Valley Conference l ead fo r the
first time since the Eagl es have been a member of the c ircuit,
Mor ehead fac e s rough sl oooing in succe s sive encounter s with

•

Western Kentucky a nd co - l eader Easte rn Kentucky •
The Western contest is slate d for Saturday at 2 : 00 p . m.
on Mo r ehead 1 s Jayne Memorial Field •

•
•

•

•

•
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FROM:

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPT.
MOREHEAD . STA TE COLLEGE
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEA SE
Morehead, Ky. , Nov. 1--Saturday will be High School Football and

•

Cheerleaders Day at Morehead State College with over 1, 000 high school
football players and cheerleaders from throughout Kentucky on the
Morehead campus.
Students from over 25 high schools are expected for the Mo rehead-Western Kentucky game which begins at 2: 00 p. m. in Jayne Memorial
Stadium.
Morehead has taken over the top spot in the Ohio Valley Conference
with a 3-1 record following a 14-10 win over league leading East
Tennessee last weekend.
Morehead's outstanding young head coach, Guy Penny, said today,
"We are looking forward to ban.ng theoe.fine

~gh

school football players

and cheerleaders on the campus and we sincerely hope that our performance
on the football field will merit the confidence in ue which they have shown
by being on the campus. 11
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Morehead, Ky.• Nov.1--- Prior to the 1962 grid season at Morehead
State College, head coach Guy Penny was lamenting the fact that no
seasoned quarterback candidates were scheduled to return to his camp.
Brightest hopes at that time were two halfbacks who had seen no
college action as a signal caller.

One was a senior, the other was a

freshman who had been red shirted during the 1961 season.
Early in opening drills it appeared that Paul West, the senior,
had gained the upper hand, but Tally Johnson, the red shirt, put on a
tremendous show of force and captured the starting nod against the
Eagle's first opponent, Middle Tennessee.
As a reserve, West looked best on offense while Johnson shown on
defense.

West took over the duties as regular signal caller and

Johnson manned the position of defensive safety with equal success.
Although not a great threat as a passer, West engineered victories
over Tennessee Tech and Murray, utilizing to the fullest the fine
rushing performances of Morehcad 1 s A ll-OVC halfback Howard Murphy,
freshman Bobby Gene Oliver and junior halfback Leo Vlessell.
But the Eagle's still needed a flashy passer to utilize the flanking
abilities of fleet halfbacks Murphy and Oliver and the fine receiving
potential of ends Mike Brown and Jack Smith.
more
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•
Penny made an interesting discovery in the Eagle 1 s 36 ·· 7 Homecoming victory over A ustin Peay.

Leading 29-7 in the final quarter,

Penny called on the services of a green frosh from Crestline, Ohio,
and hasn 1t been sorry for his decision.

Mike Gottfried took control

on the Morehead 38 yard line and quickly engineered a touchdown drive
in which he, after a 15 - yard pentalty, personally accounted for 74 yards
running and passing.

His 52 - yard pass to Oliver provided the final

Morehead touchdown •
.Against Marshall, Gottfried attempted five passes and completed
three for 78 yards including another 52 - yard touchdown heave to Oliver.
Saturday, in Morehead 1 s surprise

14 ~ 10

victory over East Tennessee,

he completed five of seven aerials for 64 yards and a touchdown.
Gottfried also scored Morehead' a decisive second touchdown on a
quarterback sneak.
Both West and Johnson matched Gottfried 1 s heroics against East
Tennessee.

Operating both as a halfback and a quarterback, West

piled up 132 yards on the ground while Johnson, filling in for the
injured Murphy, contributed 38 in addition to turning in a spectacular
effort from the defensive safety position.
Morehead 1 s three quarterbacks have found a home--Johnson as
a defensive specialist, West as a quarterback-halfback and Gottfried
as a veritable threat both on the ground and in the air. .A 11 three see
a great deal of action for the Eagles and M orehead State College head
coach Guy Penny heartily approves.

#

FROM: CLYDE HACKLER
CHAIRMAN, PUBLICITY COMMITTEE, K.I.E.A.
MOREHEA D, KEN TUCKY

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Morehead , Ky., Nov. 2--Kentucky Industrial Education Association
members will hold their annual convention at the Kentucky Hotel,
Louisville, Nov. 2 and 3.
Five nationally known speakers who will address join.t meetings
and sectional programs are: Dr. H. H. London, Chairman of the
Department of Industrial Education, University of Missouri; Dr. Scott
W. Cole, director of research and education, Kentucky A. F. L.

-c. r. o.;

Dr. Charles R. Crumpton, coordinator of supervisory training, Florida
State Department of Education; Dr. Robert A. Tinkham, associate
professor in the Department of Industrial Education, University of
Illinois, and Dr. William J. Micheels, president of Stout State College,
M enomonie, Wisconsin.
Dr. London will deliver the keynote address at the first joint
meeting Friday at 10:00 a. m. in the Ship Room of the Kentucky Hotel.
His topic is

11

0ur Manpower Problem and Its Implications for Guidance

and Education in the Public Schools. 11
Dr. William T. Rumage, a Louisville genera l surgeon, will
address a sectional meeting for practical nurse instructors at 1:30.
"The Hurt Hand--Evaluation and Care 11 is his topic.
Another sectional address at 3:30 on "Labor Looks at Industrial
Education 11 will be presented by Dr. Scott W. Cole to trade and
industrial education personnel.

more

•
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Mrs . Eleanor Hammond , R . N., Director of nurses, Norton
Memorial Infirmary, will discuss "Training Surgical Technicians.

11

The convention's second joint meeting will feature Dr. Charles
R. Crumpton, former professor of education at the University of
Louisville.

He will speak on

11

The Thin Margin" in the Mirror Room

of the Kentucky Hotel.
Industrial arts teachers w ill hear Dr. Robert A . Tinkham speak
on 11A New Look at Industrial Arts Design" Saturday morning at 10:00.
The highlight of the annual K. I. E.A. banquet noon Saturday will
be an address by Dr. William J. Micheels.
The convention i s sponsoring an Industrial Arts A wards Contest
for students enrolled in industrial arts and vocational education c las ses.
Cash a·wa rds have been made possible by the K.I. E.A. and the American
Industrial Arts Association.
Walter Nalbach, president of the K. I. E.A., said , "The convention
promises to be the most stimulating and entertaining program in the
history of the Association and it is felt that every person in the
Commonwealth concerned with industrial education will want to exert
a maximum effort to attend all sessions. 11

#
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PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPT.
MOREHEAD STATE COLLEGE
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Morehead, Kentucky, Nov. 2-----Morehead 1 s high-flying Eagles, seeking
their first Ohio Valley Conference football championship, take on the
rugged Western Kentucky Hilltoppers in Morehead Saturday.
Unlike most of this season's OVC clubs, the Ea gles have not yet
been bothered by the home game

11

jinx. 11 Coach Guy Penny's charges

have captured home victories against Tennessee Tech and Austin Peay
and have played two of their "better" games in doing s o , contrary to
the OVC trend.
Western has enjoyed a greater measure of success on the roa d in
picking up their l one conference victory over Tenne ssee Tech at
Cookeville.

The Toppers are currently ranked sixth in the comerence

with a 1-3 slate while Morehead leads the lo op with a 3-1 mark.
Morehead's injured list has been shortened this week with All-OVC
halfback Howard Murphy scheduled to return to action in the Western
contest.

However, Murphy's early season running mate Leo Wessell

remains on the doubtful list and probably won't see action.

Murphy's

presence should enhance Morehead 1 s rushing game which is currently
best in the OVC with a game average of 197 yards.
more
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Defensively, the Eagles should be in t op forn.-i as star end Mike
Brown and regular center Ron Ratliff app<lrently have shaken off
recurrent injuries.

Murphy 's return should a lso strengthen Morehead 1 s

defensive secondary which ranks first in conference pass defense having
allowed an average of only 51 passing )"3rds per game.
Penny and the Mo rehead staff regard Western as a strong defensive
club, citing their outstanding play against Eastern Kentucky last

Saturda~

Even though Eastern spoiled the Hilltopper Homecoming, winning 6-5,
Penny feels that Western turned in an outstanding defensive effort.
11

With the Burt boys (J ohn and Jim), Lloyd Nash and Jim Daily,

we regard Western as a team with tremendous offens ive potential, 11
Penny said.

11

They are a sound ball club but have been plagued with bad

breaks and injuries to key players.

11

If Western is to be beaten, Penny says that his Eagles will have to

duplicate last week'& performance in which his club knocked off conference
leading East Tennessee.
of breaks,

11

11

Vve 1 ll have to do a better job of taking advantage

the Eagle mentor said.

11

We had three additional opportunities

to score against East Tennessee, but couldn't move the ball inside the
ten-yard line.

11

M orehead State College will play host to l, 000 high school football
players and cheerleaders for Saturday's game which will be the Eagle's
final 1962 home encounter.
Penny plans to open with .Mike Brown and Jack Smith at ends, Roy
Lucas and Jim Osborne at tackles, Bill H o rnbeck and Scott Davidson at
guards and Ron Ratliff at center.

The backfield will include Paul West

at quarterback, Bobby Gene Oliver and Tally Johns on at halfbacks and
Russ Campbell at fullback.
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FCR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Morehead, Ky., Nov. 5---Season tickets for the 1962 -63 M orehead
State College basketball games are now on sale in the colle ge Business
Office, ticket mana g er Eugene a amilton announced today.
H olders of last year's seas on books may reserve the same seats
they had last year by contacting Hamil t on at St. 4-4181, Extension 37.
The college is Teserving the same seats for those who held season
tickets last season and is requesting that they contact the Business
Office by Wednesday, November 21.
Persons may secure additional tickets or purchase them for the
first time by contacting the Business Office, Hamilton said.
The price of season tickets for all ll home games is the same as
last year.

The firs t season ticket is $18. 54 and each additional ticket

for members of the same immediate family is $10. 30.
Single game reserved seats for $2. 06 and general admission
tic kets for $1. 55 each will be placed on sale Thursday, November 22.
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Morehead, Ky., Nov. 7

· "Defensively, I have few compla,ints, but I could

talk for hours on our offensive mistakes.

11

These were the words of

Morehead State Colleg e head football coach Guy Penny on the subject
of the Morehead-Western Kentucky game.
Last Sa t urday, Penny's Ea gles limited the Hilltoppers to a mere
66 yards rushing and 176 yards total offense, but came out on the short
end of a 7-0 score.

Penny credits a shaky offense as the main reason for

his Ea gle ' s defeat.
"We had almost no blucking from our backs and our linemen did a
poor job of containing the Western forward wall," Penny said.

He also

pointed out Morehead's feeble effort at pass protection.
"Fumbles hurt us a great deal," the Morehead mentor said.

11

We

~

lost three fumbles which set up two Western field goal attempts.

11

Ed

Crum's last field goal att·empt, with 7:18 remaining in the third quarter,

'
hit the cross-bar dead center and bounced back in the hands of Morehead 1 s
Mike Brown who returned it to the Morehead 20-yard line.
attempted

Western

three field goals but was unable to score on any of these

attempts.
more
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Penny lauded the Weste rn defense which held his Eagl es to a scant
61 yards on the g round and allowed the Mo rehead team only 29 yards
through the air.

11

We knew they were tough defensively,

11

Penny said,

"and they put up the stingiest defensive we have faced this yea r.

11

Morehead 1 s fine end Mi:ke Brown once a gain dr ew Penny's praise
for a fine performance.

The Logan, Ohio , senior was a defensive standout

and caught two of Moreheadts three pass completions .

Brown punted

eight times for 340 - yards and an average of 42. 5 yards per kick.
Defensively, Penny also praised the performances of Richard Pa re,
Oscar Phillips, Tall y · Johnson and James Osborne.

11

We had no s tandouts

on offense, 11 Penny said as he once agai n glanced at Morehead 1 s total
offense figure of 9 0-yards.
Regular quarterback Paul West received a separated shoulder and
is a doubtful p erformer for Saturday's game with Eastern.

Mike Brown

also a g gravate d an old injury and may not see action beyond his punting

.~

·

duties .
In losing to Western, Morehead dropped its share of the Ohio Valley
Conference lead .

With Eastern leading the OVC with a 4 -l slate and

Middle Tenne s see clos e behind at 3-1, M orehea d s till has a mathmatical
chance to grab a s hare of the title.

The Eag l e 's would have to defeat the

Maroons at Richmond Saturday and Middle Tennessee would have to drop
one of its two remaining games with East Tennessee and Tennessee Tech.
Morehead ' s record in t he OVC currentl y stands at 3-2, while the
Ea gl es have p os t ed a 4 -3 record over -all.

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPT.
MOREHEAD STA TE COLLEGE
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Morehead, Ky., Nov. 9---Morehead's injury-riddled Eagles, after a week
of spirited workouts, attempt to g rab a share of the Ohio Valley Conference
crown against Eastern at Richmond Saturday.
It 1 s a sink or swim

prcp~sition

for coach Guy Penny's upset- minded

crew which was picked to finish dead last in a pre-season OVC forecast.
Morehead 1 s conference slate stands at 3-2 and a win would only give the
Eagles a mathematical chance at the title.

Eastern has the inside track

on the conference laurels with a 4-1 record going into the season final with
Morehead.

Middle Tennessee is in second place with a 3-1 worksheet but

has remaining games with East Tennessee and Tennessee Tech.
"Workouts have been spirited this week and we feel we have corrected
some of the mistakes we made against Western last Saturday,
11

11

Penny said.

Drawing most of our attention has been the strengthening of our offensive

attack which lagged against Western.

11

Penny said that it was never difficult to get a Morehead team "up''
for a contest with the Maroons as the traditional "Hawg Rifle" tilt is one of
the states most hotly contested rivalries.
more
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Defensive drills h ave been aimed at checking Eastern 1 s
offensive which according to Penny
and in the air.

11

11

11

do everything"

is equally a threat both on the ground

Penny said his Ea gles must stop the crunching gr ound

game of Eastern backs Jimmie Chittum, Bill G oedde and Larry Marmie and
also ward off the aerial fireworks of quarterback Marmie and his favorite
receivers Goedde and end Ed Spenik.
The basic concern in the M orehead camp, however, has been the
physical inability of three key Eagle starters t o take part in this week's
drills. Quarterback Paul West, suffering from a shoulder separation is the
big question mark for Saturday and at best will probably see only limited
defensive action .

.A 11-0VC halfback Howard Murphy is also doubtful, but Eagle coaches
are in high h opes that his foot injury will continue to improve.

Mike Brown,

Morehead' s offensive and d efensive star end, should be ready for his fourth
contest with the Maroons.
Summing up Morehead's chances Penny says,

11

In order to win, we'll

have to play as well defensively as we did against East Tennessee and
W es t e rn.

Our ground attack will have to operate with some consistency

and do quite a bit better than against Western when we couldn't generate a
sustained drive at all.

11

In the season finale, Penny plans to open with Brown and Jack Smith
a t ends, Richard Jones and Ja me s O sborne at tackles, Bill H ornbeck and
Scott Davidson a t guards and Ron Ratliff at center.

The backfield will

consist of three freshmen in Mike G ottfried at quarte rback and Dennis Browll
and Bobby Gene Oliver at halfbacks.
the fullback duties.

#

Sophomore Russ Campbell will handle
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Morehead, Ky., Nov. 14- -·· "This is the finest experience of my life,

11

said

Morehead State College football coach Guy Penny, referring to his Eagles•
come -from··behind victory over Eastern Saturday.
The victory oasured Morehead n piece of the Ohio Valley Conference
Championship which is now divided among Eastern, East Tennessee and
Morehead.

Middle Tennessee can make it a four way tie by disposing of

Tennessee Tech on Thanks giving Day.

Although Morehead is tied with East

Tennessee and Eastern for the OVC championship, the Eagles hold season
victories over both clubs.
Penny stated that it wna a thrilling experience to be able to bring the

,

"Hawg Rifle home to its case in Mor ehead 1 s Doran Student House.

At a

special victory celebration following Saturday•o game the Morehead coach
commended his charges for their heroic come - back a gainst Eastern.

"Our

kids made a couple early mista ke s which cost us touchdovms, but they wouldn't
'

quit.

T hey knew what had to be d one and they did it, 11 Penny said.
Behind 12 - 0 eady in the first qua r ter, Morehead appeared sluggish

defensive ly and offensively.

0ur movies of the game showed that we were

11

keyed up too high at first," Penny said.

11

We fumbled the first time we had the

ball from scrimmage and a defensive lapse accounted for Jimmy Chittum 1 s 72yard touchdown rWl. After we made the necessary adjustment to their belly
series our defensive unit held them in check.
more
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"A nytime someone breaks through for a l ong touchdown a s Eastern 1 s
Chittum did, it seems to have a psychological effect on both teams, a good
one on the scoring team and a bad or..e on t he team sc ored upon.

When our

Mike Gottfried passed 53 y.:irds to Howa rd M urphy, we g ot the added spark
we needed.

The boys felt they could move a gainst Eastern and the final

score shows how right they were ,

11

P e nny said.

Penny praised the efforts of Murphy, Paul West and Mike Brown who
played t he game even thou gh not fully recovered from injuries sustained
earlier in the season.
and determination,

11

11

They must be commended for their sacrifice, desire

Penny said.

Starting at quarterback f or the first time since Morehead's early season
victory over Tennessee Tech, Tally J ohns on directed the Eagles ' attack most
of the way against Eaotern.

Johnson had been used as a defensive spe cialist

and a halfback in recent games , but returned to his quarterback duties like
a veteran.

He shared signal-calling duties with Gottfried, who threw four

times for 105 yards and two Morehead touchdowns.
Penny pr a ised his entire defensive unit f or their succ e ss in stopping
Eastern1 s fine passing and running offense.

Morehead limited Easte rn to three

first d owns and 27 rushing yards i n the second half.

The stiff Ea gl e pass

defense allowed the Maroons only 56 yards on five comple tions for the afternoon.
A gain Penny lauded the offensive and defensive efforts af stalwart end

Mike Brown.

11

Mike pla yed with an

injured knee but turned in what we regard

as two of the gam e •s most crucia l plays, 11 Penny said.

He refe rred to Brown1 s

leaping catch of a pass d eflected off the hands of teamma t e Jack Smith and the
63-ya rd punt late in the game that set the touchdown-minded Ma r oons deep in
their own territory.
The Eastern victory ma rked the end of Morehead's mo st successful season
in thirteen years and was Penny's fin est s ea son since coming to Morehead in

1959.

#
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1MEET THE EAGLES - First in a series.
Charles Richardson
Sports Publicity
Morehead State College

Tom Ellis
A surprise starter on last year's Eagle team, Tom Ellis promises

to be no "surprise" this season.

From the first day of practice, this

senior cager has flashed form that hao brought smiles from Morehead
State College head basketball coach Bob Laughlin.
At 6-5, 190-pounds, Ellis has all the physical equipment to be a
great basketball player.

He is blessed with unusual speed and agility for

a big man and often leads the Eagles' famed fast break. His fine jumping
ability also poses him a threat on the boards.
Ellis saw action in 16 of Morehead' a ca ge contests last season and
posted a scoring average of 3. 3 points a game.

This year Laughlin feels

that Ellis is ready to sport the form that aa a basketball player he is capable
of showing.

Ellis will be depended on to add a great deal of the scoring spark

and rebounding strength the Eagles will need for a successful season.

"Red" is a senior from Amelia , Ohio and is also and all - Ohio Valley
Conference baseball player.

He was named 0 honorable mention" on the

all-OVC basketball team last season and i s married to the former Mies Betty
Rowe of Prestonsburg .

'

FROM:

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Morehead, Ky., Nov. 16---Guy Penny's Morehead State College Eagles
closed out their most succesaful football season in 13 years with a 5-3
record and a tie for first place in the Ohio Valley Conference.
The last Ea gle outfit to post a better record than this year's club
was the 1949 crew which finished season competition with a 6-3 record.
However, this club record ed only three OVC wins as compared to the
present squad's four.

The 149 Eagles captured victories over Tennessee

Tech, Eastern Kentucky and Murray while the '62 edition defeated these
opponents plus East Tennessee.
In posting theii' fine 5-3 record, Morehe ad scored 116 points while

limiting opponents to 88.

The Eagles led their opponents in all statistical

departments but total punts, yards penalized, passes attempted and
passes completed.
M orehead's ground game avera ged 148 yards a game to opponents
136 and the Ea gl e passing attack surpasseq foes with a game yardage
average of 79 to 74 .

The Ea gl es passed for fiv e touchdowns while

limiting opponents to three markers via the air route.

On the ground, the

Morehead team outscored opponents 12 to t e n.
Led by stellar punter Mike Brown, the Eagles led the OVC in team
punting with 43 kicks for 1688 yards and an average of 39. 2 yards a
kick.

The Ea gl es wer e successful on t en of 14 after-touchdown place-

ments and did not attempt a field goa l for the sea son .
mor e
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Morehead was led in rushing for the third straight year by all-OVC
halfback Howard Murphy. The 180-pound speedster netted 349 yards on
91 carries for a rushing average of 3. 8 yards a carry.

He led the team

in pass receiving yardage, snagging eight aerials for 178 yards and
two touchdowns,and scoring with 38 points on six touchdowns and two
extra points.
Leading passer for the Eagles was freshman find Mike Gott fried
who saw action only in Mo:rehead's last five games.

The 160-pound

signal- caller from Crestline, Ohio, found his receivers on 21 of 39
attempts for 368 yards and five touchdowns.

His top season performance

came against Eastern Kentucky when he completed four of four attempts
for 105 yards and two touchdowns.
Senior quarterback-halfback Paul West was Morehead's total offense
leader with 439 yards on 93 plays.
for

25 ~

The 145-pound Alabama product ran

yards and passed for 185 more for his team leading total.

He

also turned in the Eagles' top rushing performance of the season gaining
132 yards on 18 carries against East Tennessee.

West recorded the

season's longest play from scrimmage on a 76 yard touchdown jaunt
against East Tennessee.
Senior end Mike Brown led the OVC and Morehead in punting with 1649
yards on 42 kicks and an average of 39. 3 yards per boot.

Brown led the

OVC in punting his sophomore year and this year also posted the Eagles•
long est kick of 63 yards against Eastern.

Brown was the teams leading

pass receiver with eleven catches for 121 yards and a touchdown and was
a season-long standout on offe nse and defense.
M oreheadts average victory margin in winning five games was ten
points per game while their losing mare in for th%ec games was 7. 3.
more
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Penny used his

11

Skinny Twenty" almost exclusively throughout

the season with usually no more than 18 players seeing action in each
game.

The Morehead squad consisted of five seniors. three juniors,

nine sophomores and thirty freshmen.
more
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Morehead, Ky., Nov. 30---Morehead State College head basketball
coach Bob Laughlin begins his tenth year at the Ea gles' helm Saturday
night as his charges oppos0 Hanover College of Indiana.
This year's outfit could be dubbed Morehead 's "mystery club"
as only one bona fide starter from last year 's squad returns.

Key

losses from last years 14 -8 club were all-OVC performers Granville
Williams , eleventh nationally in scoring last season with a 26. 0 average,
and Ed Noe, Morehead's second leading sC'orer and rebounder.
The Eagles will be led by 6-9, 220-pound pivot-man Norman
Pokley, who this year will man the p ivot spot for the Eagles.

Pokley

moves in from the corner where he lettered and started for two years.
The big man from Michigan appears to have adapted well to the post
position and, according to Laughlin, is doing an all-round bette r job.
Pokley avera ged 9. 5 points a game last season and captured 300 rebounds
to finish second in the OVC in the latter department.

more

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Mor ehead, Ky. Dec. 4--Morehead 1 s surprising 1962 football Eagles held
their own in terms of Ohio Valley Conference all - star honors as well as
posting their best campaign in thirteen years and gaining a share of the OVC
championship.
Morehead head coach Guy Penny was named , along with East
Teru1e ssee mentor Star Wood,

11

co ~ coach

of the year" in the OVC and eleven

Eagles received mention on the l eagues all-star t e ams.
In his fourth campaign at Morehead , P enny l e d a "c e llar picked"

group of footballe rs to the schools first conference championship.

Last

season, the Eagles we re 1-6-1 for t he season and were picke d to repeat as
this y ea r's la s t plac e team .

In posting a fine 4- 2 conference slate, Penny1 s

men were able to tie East T ennessee, Middle Tennessee and Eastern for the
loop crown while b eating both East Tennessee and Eastern.
Mor ehead 1 s first team choice on the 1962 A ll -OVC unit is 6 - 5
250 - pound Ernie Decourley who was named the conference 1 s top professional
prospect.

The towering tackle from savannah, Tennessee is a repeat e r from

l a st year 1 s All-OVC squad and was also named as the l eague 's best defensive
lineman.
more
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Sophomore guard Scott Davidson missed the first team by only
one vote in leading sec ond tea m vote- getters at that position.

Davidson is

a 205 - pounder from Raceland and was one of two sophomores to make the
second unit.
Versatile Mike Brown and flashy Howard Murphy earned second
team berths at end and halfback, respectively.

Brown was the league's

leading punter with an avera g e of 39. 3 yards a kick and was named the
OVC' s

best defensive back 11 for hin efforts as a defensive secondary-mru;i.

11

Murphy was first team choice on last year's All-OVC squad,
but spent part of the 1962 season side-lined with an unjury.

The Springfield,

Ohio speedster finished sixth in OVC rushing and third in scoring .
Sophomore end Richard Pare was named to the third unit. A 6-1,
200-pound end, the native of New Britain, Conn. was recognized for his
outstanding defe nsive abilities .
Six Eagles received honorable mention.

These were end Jack

Smith, tackle J'ames Osborne, guard Bill Mitchell, center Ron Ratliff,
quarterback Paul West and fullback Dennis Brown.
Of the Eagles who drew special recognition, only Decourley,
Mike Brown, West and Mitchell are seniors.

Murphy is the lone junior,

while the remainder arc sophomores .
Morehead finished third in OVC team defense, allowing 222. 2
yarda per game.

The Ea gles led the conference in pass defense allowing

the opposition an average gain of only 61. 6 yards a contest.

#

FOR IMMEDIATE RELE.A SE
Morehead , Kentucky, Dec.

5 -~ Bob

Laughlin' s Morehead State College

Eagles, victorious over Hanover College in their season opener Saturday,
G8~49 ,

oppose Marshall' s Big Green in Huntington tonight.

Laughlin 1 s charges and Marshall have one of t he region' s most hotly
contested rivalries .

The Morehead c:rew won both of last year's contests

and they will be going for a duplication of that mark this season.
No s t ranger to the area is M orehead guard Harol d Sergent, who led
the 1961 Ashland Tomcats to t he Kentucky High School Championshipe
Sergent was a guard and playmaker on the Tomcat team which has been
called the

11

best team in Kentucky high school basketball history" .

A 11 five

starters on that team received scholarships to major basketball school s in
various parts of the nation.
On t he basis of his freshman record ,
most successful ex-Tomcat.

11

Sarge 11 appears to have been the

The six-foot speedster broke all Morehea d

freshman scoring records with a game average of 34. O.

He also e itablished

a record in compiling a field g oal average of 64 per cent.
J, s a play maker , Sergent is second to none and flashes the floor

leadership which will be needed if Eagle hopes
to be realized.

£01·

a successful season are

His fine jumping ability and body control, plus his uncanny

ability to shoot from all angles , makes him a threat from all over the court.
He is especially effective on the drive and long one - hand jumper.
more
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Sergent made his debut as an Eagle Saturday and assumed the role
as a starting guard.

He pitched in ten points for the evening and led

Morehead 1 s floor game until spelled by another of the Eug le 1 8 fine guards.
Sergent will be joined at the g ard position by senior William Thompson!
Norman R>kley, a 6 - 9, 220 --pounder, will man the pivot and the forwards
will be 6 - 5 Tom Ellis and 6 - 6 John Gibson.

#
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Morehead, Ky., Dec. 7--Ernie Decourley, Morehead State College's
giant senior tackle, is the number seven draft choice of the San Francisco
~9ers

of the National Football League.

Decourley, an all-Ohio Valley Conference first teamchoice and a
Little .A ll-.A merica pick for the past two years, has been one of the finest
defensive tackles in Morehead history•
.A 6-5, 250-pound native of Savannah, Tennessee, Decourley was a

bulwark in Ivlorehead's fine defensive line which made possible a 4-2
conference record and a share of the OVC championship.
Guy Penny, Morehead 's successful young ccsch who was named OVC
co-coach of the year, calls DeCourley "a fine pro football prospect who
has the size and speed to make the grade.
as it will be a major job filling his shoes.

We surely hate to lose Ernie
11

Decourley played two years at Morehead after starring at Northwest
Mississippi Junior College.

#
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lViorehead , Ky., Dec. 8

~A fter

postinz early non ·-conference wins over

Har.over (Ind.) a nd Ma :.: shall Unive rs i t y , lliorehead State Colleg e 1 s basket·
ball Eagles begi n Ohio Va lley Conference competition toniciht a g ainst
Middle Tennessee's Blue Raider-o.
Revenge will be in the rninds of Laughlin ' s hoopsters as they
encounter the Tennessee outfit t:lat dumped the Eagl eo at !vforehead late
l ast season to put a damper on Iv.iorehead 1 s plan for a seconds traight OVC
crown.

In that contest Morehead saw a 18-point second half lead go down

t he drain as the fired up Raiders spilled their host 72 -69 for t heir first
e vei· win over the Ea gl ea at M orenead.
Back with a veteran ball club , lAiddle Ten:iessee poses a worthy
opponent for the E agles ' initio.l loop con.t est .

Regulars Bennet Jent (6 .. 7),

Bill Nickell (6 --7}, Joe Baker (6 .2), Phil Jones (6 ·-2Jand Ron Wilmouth (6-2)
;nake the Raiders an eJCperienced outfit with more than adequate he i ght.
T he Raiders ar e coached by Bill Stokes , in his first yea r at the Middl e
Tennes see helm.
Although Laughlin' s team t u rned in a ra gged fir st

~wlf

against Marshall,

t he Ea g le mentor had praise for his team ' s com eba ck effort.
a typica l Mo r e h ead -Marshall game ,

11

Laughlin commented.

"It was just
A s in the past

11

we waited t o see how fa r t hey could £:Ct ahead before we ntarted .
the y had us down by 11.: r ,-,ints b do re we came back.

Last year

Sometimes , I'm afraid

we ' re g oing to try to step on the gas in an emergency and our machine will
stall, but it didn' t this time ,

11

t he coac h oaid.
more
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Laughlin also voiced p:1.· aise fer t h ree substitutes who turned in top
performances a gainst Marsh.all.

Cecil Cla ir, Bob :-:oover and Roy Ware

entered the contest with the Eagl eo behind and provided a large share of the
scoring and rebounding in the game .deciding second half.
" We went to Huntington with five boys in m ind who we thought would
start most of t he time for u a this season,
with three differ ent boys than those
aoover and Ware .

11

Lau&hlin said.

"We came;, back

in that five in the persons of Clnir ,

They earned a place in our lineup and only hard work

by the boys they replaced will restore our original atarting lineup.

11

Laughlin a l so p ra i oed oophomore guard Dennis Doyle, althou gh the
S ~G

Co.verna flash didn't see action a gainot Marshall.

bears wat ching and will see a lot of action for us.
g uard around,

11

11

Dennis is a boy that

He 's as good as any

Laughlin said.

Sl)ph sensation I-Iarold Serg ent live d up t o his pre ·Season billing in
sparking Morehead 1 s second

~talf

field g oals and ten free tossea .

comebac k with 26 pointa on eight of e i ght
He ocored 31 pointa for the night and

exhibited fine flo c r leadership.
The Morehead - Middle Tennessee contest is slated for 7 :30 p. m . in
t he Morehead F i e ldhouse .

Morehead ' s freshmen oppose Eastern Suturday

in a 4:00 p . m . game a l so to be played in the Fieldhouse.

#
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lvior ehead, Ky., Dec. ll · -The Morehead State C ollege Eagles, one of the

state's three remaining undefeated collegiate cage machines, can attribute
their early success to a balanced scoring attack and a rugged rebounding
gam e.
The Eagles showed fine scoring depth in their Ohio Valley Conference

opener against Middle Tennessee Saturday as six of Morehead' s cagers
scored in double figures.

Norm Poldey, the Eagles• fine 6-9, 220-pound

pivot man, led the scoring brigade with 20 markers in the Eagles 103-59
rout of the Blue Raiders.
Sophomore Harold Sergent and Senior John Gibson trailed Pokley with

16 points each.

Guard Roy Vlar e had 15 while forwards Cecil Clair and

Tom Ellis contributed eleven points to the Eagle caus e .

?okley also led Morehead on the boards hauling 20 rebounds ao Morehead
completely dominateJ the game in this department snaggirt! 69 recove ries
to the Blue Raiders' 29.
In three contests to date with Hanover, Nf..arshall and Middle Tennessee,

the E agles have established a scoring average of 90. 6 points a contest
with four men in double figures.
more
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Leading Eagle scorer is sophom ore guard Harold Sergent with an
average of 19. 0 points a game.

The six-foot Ashland High School product

had his best scoring effort a gainst Marshall when he fired in 31 points,
26 of them in the come-from ..behind second half.

He also leads the

Eagles at the free throw line with 15 of 18 attempts for 88. 2 per cent.
Pokley is next in scoring with a 14. 6 mean.

He leads Morehead in

rebounding with an 18. 0 average and picked off 20 rebounds against
Hanover and Middle Tennessee.
Ware, a junior guard who earned a starting nod for his efforts against
Marshall has compiled an avera ge of 14. 3 points a game.

He has connected

on 17 of 33 attempts from the field for a percentage of 51. S.

Clair, who plays forward and spells Pokley in the pivot, earned a
starting berth against Middle Tennessee and is averaging eleven points
per contest.

He is the Eagles! second leading rebounder with an average

of ten recoveries a game.
Rounding out the Eagles' scoring leaders are John Gibson (8. 6), Tom
Ellis (7. 3) and Bob Hoover (7. O).
Morehead is shooting at a fine 44. 0 percentage from the field and is
out - rebounding opponents 62 to 35. 6.
The Eagles meet Campbellsville College Wednesday night at Prestonsburg
in a non-conference tilt. After Campbellsville, the Eagles face eastern
powerhouse St. Bonaventure at the Morehead Fieldhouse on Dec. 17.

#
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F OR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
M orehead, Ky. , Dec. 16 - -Morehead State College head coach Guy Penny
announced the signing of two of Eastern Kentucky's most sought -after high
school football stars, Jimmie Stamper and Delno Thomas of Whitesburg.
Stamper is a 6-1, 205-pound tackle and was an all-Eastern Kentucky
Mountain Conference choice laat season.
Thomas ia 5-10, 168-pounds and wae one of Kentucky's leading
achool·boy scorers as a halfback on the Whitesburg team.

He waa also

an all-EKMC choice.
"We are certainly pleased that these two fine prospects have decided

•

to play their colleg e football here at Morehead, 11 said Penny.

11

They are

fine boys and have very bright futures as college gridders."
Stamper and Thomas were coached by Gardner Bates, a former

Morehead gridder.

- .

~

..

FROM:

F OR IMMEDI.A T:i!: RELEASE
Morehead, Ky., Dec.16 - -Bob Laughlin' s surprising Morehead State
College Eagles get their piggest test of the young 1962-63 basketball
season when highly rated St. Bonaventure University visits the Eagles
on Monday night at the Morehead Fieldhouse.
Rated fifth nationally and the "best team in the East" in pre:.
season magazines, the :Sonnies feature a dazzling offensive attack
centered around All-Americas candidates Miles Aikin and Fred Crawford.
A nether Bonnie, sophomore guard M ike Rooney is also picked as one of
the nation's top first year _!l1en.
Aikin led St. Bonaventure in scoring and rebounding last season
and broke Crawford's sophomore scoring record with an

average of

23. 6 points a game.
After a sensational first year, Crawford had to lay out last
season with tuberculosis.

He teamed with All-America Tom Stith on

the 1960-61 club that defeated the NCAA -bound Eagles 106-88 at Buffalo,
N. Y.

Crawford compiled a 21. 9 average that year to top the existing

Bonnie record for a sophomore.
A 6-2 guard, Rooney is dubbed a "great outside shot".

He

broke St. Bonaventure fresh n1en scoring records last year which had been
entablished by t h e likes of Stith, Ci·awford and Aikii"'1.
more

.

.

•

•
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Morehead coach Bob Laughlin, after seeing the Bonnies last
year in the Bluegrass Invitational Tournament at Louisville, says they
could be the best team to play in the Fieldhouse to date.

He considers

the task of stopping Aikin to be one of the greatest challenges his Eagles
will face,
An interesting sidelight to the Eagle-Bonnie clash will be the
meeting of Rooney and Morehead's Harold Sergent, who were the natioris
top two freshman scorers last season.

Rooney led the nation with an

average of 36. 0 points a game while Sergent pitched in an average of 34. o.
The Eagles showed f'me poise in defeating conference foe Middle
Tennessee last Saturday night, 103-59.

The Tennesseans rebounded

quickly by defeating defending OVC champion Western Kentucky, 86-82,
on M onday night, somewhat destroying the idea that they were an unworthy
opponent for the Eagles.
The Eagles have shown fine balance in early contests with four
regulars scoring in double figures.

Sergent leads the Eagles w ith a

19. 0 average and is followed by Norman Pokley (14. 6), Roy Ware (14. 3)
and Cecil Clair (11. o).

Poldey leads the club in rebounds with an average

of 18 a game.
Game time is slated for 7:30 p. m.

Tickets may be obtained at

the college business office or at the Fieldhouse ticket windows prior to
game time. A sellout crowd of 5, 000 is expected.

#
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Morehead, Ky. , Dec. 19- -"For a crippled, physical outmanned bunch of boys ,
I think we did a creditable job, 11 said M or.ahead State College head basketball
coach Bob Laughlin about his Ea gles' spirited 81- 80 victory over highly touted
St. Bonaventure.
Morehead trailed but once in the second half, 63 - 62 , in the game that
was to see the Ea gles emerge as Kentucky' s only undefeated team.

Morehead

led t he Bonnies by as much as eigh t points as late as 4:31 when sophomore
Harold Sergent's two free throws made it 78 -70.

A Bonnie rally cut the

margin to the 81 - 80 final score that spelled victory for the host Eagles.
Laughlin praised the heroic effort exerted by his 6-9 pivot man
Norman Pokley who had missed practice ten days due to a ruptured blood
vessel in his left foot.

The big senior sat out part of the contest but

contributed e l even rebounds, six points and a good defensive job on St.
Bonaventure's great center, Miles Aiken.
Laughlin expressed pleasure with the showing of the four forwards
used in the contest.

Senior John Ciibson turned in what was possibly the

best night of his ca ge career by scoring ten points, grabbing 12 rebounds and
limiting Bonnie All -American candidate Freddie Crawford to 14 points.

The

6-6 forward also made a crucial block of a Bonnie shot late in the game to
prevent a sure basket and g ive the Ea gles valuable possession of the ball.
more

•
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Cecil Clair, Morehead's other Gtal·ting forward, B ob Hoover and Tom Ellis

•

also drew Laughlin' a praise for their fine floor ga me and board work.
really opened up the middle for ou r guards .. 11 Laughlin said.

11

They

"By successfully

blocking their m en out, they ena&d Harold Sergent and Roy Ware to drive

•

the middle and the bas e line. 11
Laughlin also said that he felt the Eagles' bench strength contributed
greatly to the M orehead victory. " Our subs helped us work the bigger

•

Bonnies down to our size by executing our fast -breaking offense to perfection.
At halftime we could t e ll that they were tiring and this was a big factor in
our victory, 11 Lau ghlin said •

•

Morehead's sterling guards,
that would satisfy any coach.

and Ware, turned in a performance

Together they contributed 54 points to the Eagle

cause by firing in 27 points apiec e .

•

~ergent

Sergent hit mostly on long jumpers while

Ware dazzled fans by driving in and shooting over the bigger Bonnies.

Both

played fine floor gam es as they engineered Morehead's ball control tactics in
the later sta ge s of the contest •

•

As for St. Bonave nture, Laughlin could give them nothing but praise.
11 They1 re

a ball club of great talent and posses five ball players who are as

good as anyone.

•

Mile s Aiken is one of the finest in the country.. and if anyone

questions this they just haven't played against him, 11 the jovial Laughlin said.
The Eagles now take a Christmas break, but return to practice on
December 28 to begin preparation fo1· a January 8 contest with Mid-American

•

confe rence rival Ohio University.

The Eagles take a clean 4-0 slate into the

holiday season with victories ove1· Hanover .. Marshall University, Middle
Tennessee and St. Bonaventure •

•

•

#

FOR IMMEDIATE RE LEA SE
Morehead , Ky. , Dec.

21~-Morehead

State College guard Scott Davidson

has been named on the 1962 Williamson Mid-Bracket All -America football
team.

The team is composed of outstanding gridders representing NCAA

major colleges and the strongest smaller colleges .
A 5-11, 215 - pound guard , Davidson was a standout performer on the
Morehead club which finished as co-champions of the Ohio Valley Conference.
Davidson is a native of Raceland, Kentucky and is a sophomore at Morehead.
He was named to the All-Ohio Valley Conference second team, missing
the first unit by only one vote.
Guy Penny,
the game

11

He is , in the words of Morehead coach

a fierce competitor who thrives on contact and loves to play

11 •

Drawing "special mention" from the Williamson system were tackle
Ernie DeCourley and euard Bill Mitchell.

Decourley was a first team

All - OVC sel ection and was the seventh draft choice of the San Francisco
49'ers.

Mitchell was a three year letterman at Morehead and was a

standout as a defensive performer.
Howard Murphy, Morehead's .All-OVC halfback received honorable
mention by th.e Williamson system.

The 170-pound speedster has led the

Eagles in rushing for the past three years.
Decourley and Mitchell are seniors while Murphy is a junior.
Morehead placed more men on the Williamson All-America team than
any other college in the Ohio Valley Conference.

•

•
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The 6-9 performer, who m oves on the court with the agility of a cat,
was a member of the State Department1 s team which toured Russia last year.

•

He is currently being sought by the Cincinnati Royals and the Cleveland Pipers
to enter either the National Basketball Association or the American Basketball
League.

•

Offers flashed before him have been almost unbelievable in relation

to salaries ever paid a professional athlete.
Also recognized at the annual dinner Thursday evening will be varsity
coaches in the respective sports. They include: Guy Penny, football;

•

Bob Laughlin, basketball; Rex Chaney, baseball and cross country; Dr. Chad L •
Stewart, tennis; Earl Bentley, track; John Anderson, soccer; Jack Merrell,
golf; and Bill Mack.. swimming •

•

•
•

•

·'

I
I

•
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FOR IMi'v1EDIA TE RELEASE

•

Morehead , Ky., ---After compiling an enviable 25-4 record as head
basketball coach at Fort Chaffee., A rkansas, First Lieutenant Lake

•

Kelly hopes his success will continue as he resumes duties as
assistant coach at M orehead State College.
Kelly, son of Senator and Mrs.. Ed. Kelly of F lemingsburg, bas
returned to M orehead after nine month's duty at Fort Chaffee •

•

Serving as assistant sports director of the base and head basketball coach, Kelly greatly enhanced the hardwood fortunes of the

•

Kentucky-manned outfit •
With Kelly at the helm, the Fort Chaffee quintet registered a
fine 25-4 record in competition with various college and service

•

teams.

Kelly's squad also gained the runner-up trophy in the

Fourth Army Tournament, losing in the finals to Fo rt Sill.
Ex-Kentucky college stars Howie Crittenden of Murray, Ron

•

Clarke of Western, Bruce Springate and Hugh Gabbard of

Easter~,

and Charles 11 Skip 11 Connell of Centre comprised the backbone of
Kelly1s squad.
A graduate of Georgia Tech, Kelly was a member of the 1956

team which twice upset the University of Kentucky.
Prior to his recall into active duty on October 1, 1961, Kelly

•

served as freshman coach at Morehead •

#

•
•
•

•
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

•

Morehead, Ky. , June 14 - - -Marshall Banks, a June graduate of
M orehead State College, became the first Morehead trackman
to have his uniform retired by the coaching staff.

•

The ceremony occUlTed at the college's annual Athletic Awards
Day when Track coach Earl Bentley presented Banks with his fourth
track letter and explained the significance of the uniform retirement.

•

It was truly

11 Bank 1 s

Day11 as the Ashland senior was also

presented the Len Miller Award as the school's outstanding senior
athlete.

•

Banks was the first Negro athlete to be awarded an athletic
letter by M orehead State College and the first to achieve such
recognition at an Ohio Valley Conference school.

•

In addition to

his track feats, Banks also served as trainer for the basketball
team.
Twice winner in the 220 - yard dash in the OVC championship

•

meet, Banks this year added t h e 100-yard dash title to his list of
honors.

His time of :21. 9 seconds stands as an OVC record in

the 220-yard dash •

•

more

•
•
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Morehead track coach Earl Bentley says of Banks, "He is one
of the finest competitors I have ever coached.

He has tremendous

talent and is a great perf orn•er under pressure."
Banks was elected to Who's Who in .American Colleges and
Universities and was a member of the Campus Club and the
Cosmopolitan Club.

He is a graduate of Booker T. Washington

High School.
Banks has accepted a graduate assistantship at the University
of Maryland where he will work toward his master's degree.

#
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
M orehead, Ky., July 13 - - -Me rvil Blair, 6 16 11 former basketball standout
at Oil Springs High School has signed a basketball grant-in-aid at Morehead

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

State College, according to Morehead c oach Bob Laughlin •
.A 1959 graduate of Oil Springs High School, Blair spent three

years in the armed forces before signing at Morehead.

He was an

all-regional performer on the 1959 Oil Springs team which advanced
to the finals of the 15th regional tournament.

He played service ball

during his three year stay in the armed forces •
Blair is the sixth cager to be signed by Laughlin for next year's
freshman team.

Other signed include: Henry .Akin, 6 1 71/Z", Troy,

Michigan; Mike Gormley, 6 •8 11 , Pontiac, Mich i gan; F l oyd McCoy, 6 1 3",
Inez , Ky.; Bob Kohler, 6 1 6 11 , Harper Woods, Michigan, and L ouis
Wojcik, 6•6 11 , St. Clair Shores, Michigan •

#

FROM:

•

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Morehea d, Ky., July 14--Head basketball coach Bob Laughlin

~MltJl~=:'t

announced a 2l• game schedule for his 1962-63 Morehead State College

•

Eagles •
The l.966

ig~

schedule includes 11 games to be played in the

Morehead Fieldhouse anduineon opposing courts. .A game with

•

Campbellsville College is schedule at Prestonsbur g December 11 •
St. Bonaventure and Jacksonville University (Fla.) return to
the M orehead schedule after a year's absence. St. Bonaventu

•

the Eagles a 106 -88 reversal in the 1960-1961 season a 01
and is expected to return to national prominence this year.
U.

•

faces the Eagles after last yea / a scheduled encounter was cancelled

due to bad weather conditions •
1

Campbellsville (Ky.) and Hanover (Ind.) are the only newcomers

t~Aorehead
I

Jacksonville

schedule.

The Eagles face a tough

12~game

OVC schedule with home meetings

against Tennessee Tech, Eaat Tennessee, Middle Tennessee, Murray,
Eastern and Weste rn.

•

•

Laughlin faces the problen-1 of replacing graduates G ranville
Vlilliams, Ed Noe and Tom Hamilton from last year's squad which posted
a 14-8 record•

more
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELE.A SE
Morehead, Ky., August 7 , - --Seven high school senior athletes headed

I
for Morehead State College this fall will participate in all -s tar footba ll
games in August, Morehead coach Guy Penny announced today.

I

The seven athletes will take part in games involving Kentucky,
Ohio, W est Virginia and Pennsylvania schoolboy stars.

The group

includes four guards , two halfbacks and a tackle.

I

Playing in the Kentucky East-West All-Star Game in Lexington
this Saturday are: Jerome Brown, a 195-pound tackle from Danville;
Bob Slater, 220-pound guard from Russell and Terry Chapman, 185-pound

I

guard from Jenkins .
The Ohio A 11-Star Game will include two Morehead hopefuls
in the personage of Charl es Roach , 217-pound guard from Rock Hill

I

and John Conger, 220 - pound guard , Jackson.
Bobby Gene Oliver, a 185 - pound halfback from South Williamson ,
Ky., will participate in the annual Kentucky-West Virginia All-Star game.

I

•

•

•

Participating in the Pennsylvania A 11-Star game is Thomas

0 1 Rourke , a 175 -pound halfback from Latrob e , Pennsyl vania .
" We wish to congratulate these youngsters for being honored
in this way by the coaches of their respective states and look forward
to g reeting them at M orehead this fall ," said Penny•

#

•

•
•

Ky., August 8--Morehead State College football coach
Guy Penny accomplished one of the most successful coups in OVC

•

football history this year in the acquisition of two of KentuckySs
outstanding coaches from the high school ranks.
Roy Kidd, Kentucky High School Athletic Association "Coach

•

•

•

•

•

of the Year" in 1961, and Carl Oakley, highly successful coach at
Corbin High School, have been named to the Eagle staff beginning
the 1962. season.
Kidd, a former All-OVC quarterback who led Richmond
Madison to a perfect 12.-0 record last season, assumes duties as
offensive backfield coach.

He was selected to coach the East All-Stars

in the annual Kentucky East-West AU-Star game this Saturday in
Lexington but withdrew after receiving the Morehead job.

particularly successful in building strong offensive combinations.
Oaldey, also an All-OVC performer in his college days,
served as head coach at Corbin where he compiled a fine 8-2 record
last season.

He will direct offensive line play for the Eag l es.

Oaldey and Kidd join P enny and· Earl Bentley to round out
the Morehead coaching staff.

Penny and Bentley begin their fourth

year at Morehead as head coach and defensive coach, respectively•

•

•

He has been

#

•

•
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•

M orehead, Ky., A u g. 12- - Tommy Castle, an A 11- State guard at Virgie
High School, has signed a basketball grant-in-aid at Morehead State College.
The 6-1, l7 0 -pound e r was one of the most highly sought after

•

schoolboy stars in Kentucky•
''We are very pleased that Tommy has decided to come to
Morehead ,

•

11

said M orehead State College basketball coach Bob Laughlin.

"His hustling style of play will go a long way in our type of attack."
Castle averaged 25. 2 points per game last season at Virgie
and was named to the A 11-District, A ll-Regional and A 11-State teams.

•

He participated in the Kentucky-Indiana All-Star games and
was selected to play in the Kentucky East-West All-Star Basketball game.
Castle also lettered in baseball and track while in high school •

•
•

•

#
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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ugust 28 ·· -Fall football drills
Friday, Sept. 1, after a picture taking session on .A u gust 31.
Coach Guy Penny will greet 66 hopefuls and has scheduled two -a-day
drills during the first two weeks in preparation for the Ea gl es opening game
with powerful M iddle Tennessee on Sept. 22.
Penny will welcome back 14 letterm en in his fourth y ear at the M orehead
helm .

Gone are tackle James Keenan , end Hugh Black, guards Fred Hill and

Tony Ga st, halfbacks Bud Ogden. Pete Swa in and .A rt Hastings and fullback
Jim Hastings.
But Penny has A 11- 0VC first team choices Howard M urphy, the Eagles
great

l78~pound

halfback, and 250 - pound ta ckle Ernie DeCourley, to build

around.
Other topnotch returnees include: senior Paul We st and sophomore
Tally Johnson at qua r terbac k; sophon.'l ore Gerald Hayne s and junior Leo \Vessell
at halfback; sophomore Russell Campbell and r e dshirt Dennis Brown at fullback;
seniors Bill M itchell and Oscar Phillips at center; juniors Leon Conway and
George Meehan and sophomore Bill Ho rnbeck at guard; soph omores Richard Jones
and James Osborne at tackle; and senior M ike Brown, junior Roy Lucas and
sophomores Richard Pare a n d Jack S m ith at end •
Penny says,

11

0 ur first fifteen boys should be of about equal talent but

after that our prospects must be viewed with question.

If the youngsters of

relatively little experience develop early an<l if we get some help from our
fre shmen, we could be a pretty g ood ball club. 11
Penny readily admits that he will have the finest
his ar riva l at Morehead •
more

~roup

of freshmen since

•
•
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Heading the list arc : Bobby G ene Oliver , a 180 - pound halfback from
South Williamson, Ky.; He1·she l M cintoach , a 185 - pound halfback from Lexington

•

Lafayette; John Conger , a 218 ·· pound c uard from Jackson , Ohio; James Hall, a
217-pound tackl e from Hanceville , Alabama; and Buford Nunn, a 260-pound tackle
from Horse Cave , Ky.

•

Other outstanding freshmen prospects include : Geor e e Adams , a 195 - pound
end from Richmond; David Klein, o 225 - pound /,ll -America n end from Rock Springe
Wyoming ; Clinton 3acon, a 10 5-pound

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

a ll ~ state

end from Louisville M anu a l;

and Charles Wa gner, a 205 - pound t a c.de from Louisville

D ·~Sales •

P enny is expecting the end and center p oeitions to be his strongest with the
halfback a nd guard slots al :::; o rated as otrong.
and fullback slots whcn·e

th~re

B ut he is worried a bout the tackle

m ay be a serious lack of depth and the quarterback

position where he expe ct s to go with two i n experienced but talented youngs ters.
T h e 34-year-old Penny will b e assisted by Earl Bentle y, defensive coach,
Roy Kidd , offensive backfie ld c oach , and Carl Oakley , offensive line coach •
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Mor e head . Ky. , Sept. lC ..

~ The

M orehead State Colle g e Ea gles, hoping

to improve on last season' s disappointing 1-6- l mark , open their fourth
season under Guy Penny Saturda y with the always powerful Middle

•

Tennessee Blue Raiders •
The Ea gles journey to t he Murfreesboro school in hopes of
avenging the 19-14 l oss suffered at the Raider 's hands last year at

•

M orehead.

Mo rehead led until late in the f ourth quarter when Middle

Tennessee scored on a last ditch pass play.
" M iddle Tennessee won't take us lightly this year because of

•

the battle we ga v e them la st season,

11

believe s Penny.

Peay, they showed better over-all strength than last year with a fine
g round attack and a ggressive defensive play.

•

•

•

A gainst Austin

11

11

Penny, however, feels that there are some thing s the Eagles
can do offensively a gainst Middle Tennessee.

On defense, the Morehead

crew will have the task of stopping the Raiders ' powerful running game
and the heroics of A 11-0VC end Geo r ge Dykes •

•

.....
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" Physically, we ' !'e in better s h ape t!ian last year at this time

•

and our mental attitude is g ood, but we don ' t have the experienced
personnel we have had in the past.

Vie will be outmanned past our

first 18 men and will have to want v icto r y mighty bad to overcome

•

their reserve strength,

11

Penny adds •

Bringing a smile to Ea g le observers is the surprise performance
of two Georgia natives.

•

end Jack Smith and quarterback Tall-y Johnson.

Smith, a 6-1, 185-p ounder from Decatur, Ga. saw onl y limited
defensive action last year, but has shown real promise in pre-season
drills .

•

way,

11

11

He won a first team spot last spring and has kept it all the

says Penny.
Johnson didn' t give such ear ly notice.

The 189-pound redshirt

from Clarkston, Ga . actually wasnrt counted on for a starting assignment
until the first pre-season s cri mmage when he engineered three quick
t . d . 's while operating as a second stringer .
Ron Ratliff, a 205-p ounder from Hamilton, Ohio has taken
over the center position and the Iowa State transfer fi gures to be a
fine asset.

Top frosh prospect appears to be halfback Bobby Gene

Oliver of South Williamson.
" We haven't reached our peak yet,

11

says Penny , "but with an

extra week's practice we'll have the opportunity to be better prepared
for M iddle Tennessee than l ast year.

11

Slated to be in the opening Mo r ehead lineup are Smith and M ike
Brown (1 90 ) at end. Jim Osborne (23 0 ) and Ernie Dec ourley {260 ) a t
tackle, Bill Mitchell (18 0 ) and Scott Davidson (20 5) at g uard and
Ratliff at center.

Starting in the backfield will be Johnson at quarterback,

Howa rd M urphy {178 ) and Le o W essell (16S ) at ha lfba ck and Russ Campbell
{180) at fullback.

#

